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Re: IGBC Bear Spray Recommendations and Implied Commercial Endorsement 

Chairman Unsworth and Co-Chairman Hogan, 

UDAP Industries, Inc. ("UDAP") has retained Crowley Fleck PLLP as its government 
relations counsel to present its concerns to the Executive Committee regarding the IGBC's bear 
pepper spray recommendations and the appearance of implied endorsement of a commercial bear 
spray product. We appreciate the opportunity to present UDAP' s position at the upcoming meeting 
in Bonners Ferry, Idaho on June 23. The points outlined below and the related exhibits are 
submitted in support ofUDAP's presentation and its request for this Committee to take swift and 
appropriate action in response to UDAP's concerns. 

Before addressing the particulars, please understand that UDAP shares and participates in 
the IGBC's mission to conserve and protect bears and to keep people safe while traveling in bear 
country. Public outreach and education regarding bear awareness and bear spray safety are 
common goals ofUDAP and the IGBC. Despite this, there is a long history of discord concerning 
the IGBC's bear spray recommendations and perceived endorsement by the IGBC and/or its 
affiliates of one particular brand of EPA-registered bear spray to the exclusion of all others. To 
resolve these on-going issues and concerns, UDAP is requesting that the IGBC Executive 
Committee take several actions, as outlined below. It is believed that these reasonable and 
justifiable steps will lead to communicating accurate and reliable information to the public, 
contribute to public safety and bear conservation, and forge a new and collaborative relationship 
so that the IGBC may properly focus its resources on coordinating the recovery of grizzlies and 
UDAP may concentrate on producing a safe and effective bear pepper spray product. 

To this end, UDAP is requesting the following motions be made at the upcoming meeting: 
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THAT THE IGBC WITHDRAW THE 6-SECOND SPRAY DURATION 
RECOMMENDATION AND RECONSIDER THE COMMITTEE'S ROLE IN ISSUING 
PUBLIC POSITION STATEMENTS ON BEAR SPRAY PRODUCT PERFORMANCE 

AND EFFICACY. 

This motion request is supported by the following points, which will be presented in more 
detail at the meeting: 

• The 6-second duration recommendation is not supported by science or empirical data . 

../ No scientific study, research, or empirical data states or otherwise suggests that a 6-second 
spray duration is necessary for safety or efficacy of bear sprays. Ex. 1 (compilation and 
excerpts of bear spray research). Studies do, however, support using bear spray that is 
capable of multiple shots or bursts of bear-stopping pepper spray, but this is not necessarily 
a function of spray duration. Rather, it is a function of the volume of product in the can, 
product delivery-rate, and how the user deploys the spray. Ex. 2 (J. Kapeles Letter) . 

../ Available science does not support a bear spray duration recommendation. Indeed, 
Professor Tom Smith, PhD (BYU), a leading bear researcher and wildlife biologist, has 
concluded that all of the EPA-registered bear spray products on the market "fall within an 
acceptable range of effectiveness," despite the fact that not all sprays meet the IGBC's 6-
second recommendation. Further, based on the data Dr. Smith collected, "there is no 
indication that any of the commercially available products bests another by durations that 
vary by a few seconds." Ex. 3 (Dr. Smith Letter ).1 Accord Ex. 4 (Dr. Stringham Letter). 

• The 6-second duration recommendation is arbitrary and has no meaningful or rational 
relationship to product performance or efficacy . 

../ Whether a bear spray discharges in 6 or more seconds is irrelevant so long as the volume 
of the can is capable of producing multiple, bear-stopping sprays and the user knows how 
to properly deploy it. There is nothing "magic" about 6 seconds. If used properly, bear 
spray products capable of discharging faster than 6 seconds are not less safe or less 
effective than those of a similar volume that discharge in 6 or more seconds. Ex. 3; Ex. 4; 
Ex. 5 (E. Burge Letter); Ex. 6 (G. Bettas Letter) . 

../ Given equal sized cans with equal volume and potency of bear spray product, the can with 
a faster discharge rate will result in a higher velocity spray, greater distance, and a higher 
delivery-rate (measured in weight of product discharged per second), meaning a bear
stopping dose of deterrent spray can be delivered faster and further than the slower 
discharging can. Ex. 2; Ex. 9 (MTDC Test Data). Nevertheless, the IGBC's current 
recommendations suggest that a can which discharges slower provides superior protection. 

Exhibit 1 is an unsigned version of Dr. Smith's letter. A signed letter will be submitted to the IGBC Executive 
Committee upon Dr. Smith's return from Alaska. 
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This recommendation is groundless. Given similar capsaicm content, the relevant 
considerations in terms of efficacy are volume, delivery-rate, and how the user deploys the 
spray. See Ex. 2; Ex. 4; Ex. 5 . 

./ A one-size-fits-all numeric spray duration standard is an improvident metric upon which 
to base a public recommendation because it fails to account for variability in capsaicin 
delivery-rate, among other factors, as between EPA-registered bear spray products on the 
market. 

./ The 6-second recommendation also fails to account for variability in discharge duration 
based on external environmental factors, such as outside temperature or elevation. The 
outside temperature at the time of discharge can significantly affect spray duration due to 
increases or decreases in can pressure. For example, a bear spray canister that empties in 
4 seconds at 80 degrees may last 6 seconds at 40 degrees. See Ex. 5 . 

./ In terms of efficacy, there is no meaningful difference between bear spray cans of similar 
volumes that empty in 4, 5 .4, 6, or even 9 seconds, if each can is capable of delivering 
multiple bursts of spray with sufficient capsaicinoid content to deter a bear attack, and is 
deployed properly according to the manufacturer's instructions. See Ex. 4; Ex. 5; Ex. 6. 

• The IGBC's apparent rationale for a 6-second spray recommendation is misguided . 

./ The IGBC recommends "spray duration of 6 seconds to compensate for multiple bears, 
wind, bears that may zigzag, circle, or charge repeatedly, and for the hike out." IGBC Bear 
Spray Report (June 2008). These scenarios suggest the need for a bear spray canister that 
is capable of multiple bear-stopping sprays and that has sufficient reserve volume for 
possible bear encounters on the hike out. A 6-second spray duration recommendation is 
an inaccurate and under-inclusive standard to compensate for these scenarios because it 
excludes bear spray canisters capable of addressing these situations, but that do not meet 
the 6-second requirement. See, e.g., Ex. 7 (R. Nance Letter). Moreover, the standard is 
contrary to the Yellowstone Ecosystem Subcommittee's original Bear Spray Position Paper 
which recommended using the "largest size available" (not longest duration) to compensate 
for the above factors. Ex. 12 (YES Bear Spray Position Paper) . 

./ For example, UDAP's 7.9 oz I 225 gram canister of Pepper Power (its smallest and fastest 
emptying) fully discharges in approximately 4 seconds. The canister is capable of four 1-
second bear-stopping bursts of spray. A user would have the ability to discharge three 
shots to compensate for multiple bear and repeated charge scenarios, or other 
environmental conditions, and would still have one remaining shot for the hike out. Dr. 
Smith's bear spray efficacy research indicates that, where data were provided, 100% (59 
of 59) of bear encounters were deterred in three sprays or less. Ex. 3. Moreover, IGBC's 
own test data for UDAP suggests that a 1-second burst would be sufficient to deter most 
bear attacks. A 0.836 second burst of UDAP spray will travel approximately 18 feet in 
under 1 second. Ex. 9. After the initial burst is released, the spray will continue to propel 
forward and billow outward beyond 25 feet to create a protective cone of bear spray fog. 
Dr. Smith's research indicates that 96% of the time bears were sprayed at 23 feet or less 
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and those sprays were 98% effective. Thus, according to Dr. Smith's research, a 1-second 
burst from a UDAP can would be sufficient to deter an overwhelming majority of bear 
encounters, and adequate product would remain in the can for multiple charge/spray 
scenarios and for hiking out. 

./ Additionally, Dr. Smith's bear spray efficacy research indicates that the sight and sound 
associated with spray release were reported as key factors in changing bear behavior. Ex. 
1 (Smith 2008); see also Ex. 1 (Herrero 1998); Ex. 4. The report also makes note that 
high exit velocities of spray from cans likely compensates for cross-wind effects and may 
account for the low incidence of wind-related effects reported in Alaska. Ex. 1 (Smith 
2008). From this research, one could conclude a product that releases greater amounts of 
spray in a shorter time would be desired, particularly when seconds or milliseconds matter 
in the context of a charging bear. See Ex.9; Ex. 4; Ex. 5. 

• The 6-second spray duration recommendation implies that bear spray canisters which 
discharge in under 6 seconds are ineffective and unsafe, which is untrue . 

./ Pursuant to federal law, all bear spray products are pesticides and are thusly required to be 
registered by the EPA for review of product safety and design. EPA Pesticide Registration 
Notice 2002-1 provides a list of "pests of significant public health importance," of which 
bears are included, and notes that the "list is derived in large part from review of the 
pesticide/pest combinations for which efficacy (product performance) data are generally 
required to be submitted and reviewed prior to registration." Ex. 10 (PR Notice 2002-1) . 

./ There is no evidence that any of the EPA-registered bear sprays currently on the market 
with a discharge duration under 6 seconds are unsafe or ineffective. To the contrary, bear 
sprays that discharge under 6 seconds have safely and effectively deterred bear attacks, 
saved lives, and have kept bears from being removed from the population. Exs. 4-8. 

• The IGBC's attempt to duplicate EPA's role in certifying/recommending bear spray confuses 
the public and its own constituent agencies . 

II 

II 

./ The EPA and the IGBC apply differing standards for certifying and recommending bear 
spray canisters and this dueling oversight from two federal governmental bodies leaves the 
public confused as to which bear spray products are safe and effective . 

./ Even certain IGBC member agencies are confused about the differing standards. Several 
National Park Service websites incorrectly indicates that the IGBC's distance and duration 
recommendations are actually EPA requirements. Ex. 11. 
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• The 6-second spray recommendation unnecessarily creates fodder for creative marketing 
tactics that confuse and mislead the public and cause economic and reputational harm to 
reliable manufactures of safe, effective bear spray . 

./ Suspiciously, the 6-second spray guideline has historically excluded all but one bear spray 
manufacturer from compliance with IGBC recommendations. This manufacturer has 
developed a widely-distributed (although incomplete) chart comparing certain bear spray 
canisters based on the IGBC recommendations as a marketing tool to suggest that it is the 
only company that meets such recommendations, and is, thus, superior. The chart implies 
that all other bear sprays are less effective, unsafe, or otherwise not recommended by the 
IGBC. Ex. 7. As a result, vendors and consumers of bear spray have expressed confusion 
and concern about whether UDAP's products are effective at deterring bear attacks and 
this has caused lost sales and harm to UDAP's reputation. Counterintuitively, it may also 
have led to the unintended consequence of reducing the number of users carrying bear 
spray in the backcountry, as YNP visitors have declined to rent UDAP from a vendor after 
viewing the comparative chart based on IGBC's recommendations. Ex. 8 . 

./ As explained above, the 6-second spray recommendation is arbitrary, capricious, and 
serves no other meaningful purpose other than to give one bear spray company a market 
advantage over all others. See, e.g., Exs. 6-7. 

• Rational and sensible alternatives exist to the 6-second spray guideline . 

./ For example, the IGBC could withdraw its numeric bear spray guidelines, defer to EPA 
regulatory authority, and recommend any EPA-registered bear spray. In this connection, 
the IGBC could remove itself from the bear spray efficacy business, focus its resources on 
bear spray education and outreach, and concentrate its efforts not on which bear spray 
product an individual should use, but on increasing the percentage of backcountry users 
who carry bear spray. The NPS recently reported that only 28% ofYNP visitors who enter 
the park's backcountry carry bear spray, which, from a bear management and human safety 
perspective, is unacceptable. The IGBC's role is better served by educating the public to 
carry EPA-registered bear spray, by encouraging users to become familiar with the specific 
characteristics of the particular EPA-registered bear spray product they chose to purchase, 
and to know how to properly use the chosen product consistent with the manufacturer's 
instructions . 

./ Alternatively, the IGBC could invest the necessary resources to develop, in a transparent 
manner, a defensible, science-based, empirically-driven recommendation adopting a range 
of appropriate spray durations determined to fall within an acceptable range of 
effectiveness. Obviously, to do this in a non-arbitrary manner, so as to provide the public 
with accurate and reliable information, will require a significant commitment of IGBC 
resources, complete and thorough product testing, and careful scientific and technical 
analysis. To date, no similar effort has ever been undertaken. 
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THAT THE IGBC FULFILL ITS PROMISE NOT TO PROMOTE OR ENDORSE ONE 
COMMERCIAL BEAR SPRAY PRODUCT OVER ANY OTHER. 

• In 2007, the IGBC made a commitment to ensure "that all IGBC information materials 
produced or distributed by or for the IGBC, including the IGBC website, ... [will] not convey 
any message or image that could be construed as an endorsement of any single brand of EPA
approved bear spray." Ex. 13 (Dec. 11, 2007 IGBC minutes). 

• In 2008, the U.S. Department oflnterior ("DOI") issued the IGBC an ethics ruling suggesting 
that "materials which are produced for the IGBC should limit the logos and names of 
organizations listed in the materials, to the members of the IGBC and organization which has 
done the production." Ex. 14 (DOI Ethics Opinion). It was specifically recommended that 
"if the IGBC continues to use CWI [Center for Wildlife Information] for its publications and 
other materials, that CWI only include the organizations within the IGBC and the CWI logo 
and do not include organizations which are aligned with CWI but not necessarily with the 
IGBC." Id. 

• The IGBC's commitment has not been fully honored and the DOI's recommendation has not 
been fully implemented. While the IGBC has made improvements, such as sometimes using 
a blue can of bear spray instead of a red one, the appearance of IGBC promotion or 
endorsement of one particular brand of bear spray continues to pervade the IGBC's website 
and other informational materials made available to the public. For example: 

./ The IGBC's numeric bear spray recommendations continue to promote one particular 
brand of bear spray to the exclusion of all others, and, as explained above, the IGBC lacks 
a rational or legitimate basis for doing so . 

./ The IGBC's website prominently displays Counter Assault bear spray canisters. Ex. 15 . 

./ The concluding page of the IGBC Bear Spray Report (June 2008) depicts various bear 
spray educational products, all of which prominently display a red can. Ex. 16. Counter 
Assault is the only bear spray manufacturer to use a red can . 

./ The IGBC website contains links to the Center for Wildlife Information website which 
contains numerous bear awareness and bear spray materials that were created for the IGBC, 
with public funding from the IGBC, and which prominently depict a red can. Ex. 17. Some 
of these publications also contain the Counter Assault logo and website. The CWI 
materials have not been modified to comply with the U.S. DOI's ethics recommendations 
and, yet, they remain in distribution by the IGBC and its constituent agencies . 

./ The IGBC website contains links to Yellowstone National Park's "A Bear Doesn't Care" 
campaign materials, which depict celebrities carrying a red can. Ex. 18. 
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• If the IGBC is to continue educating the public about bear awareness and bear spray use, it 
ought to do so in a neutral manner that does not - directly, indirectly, or by appearance -
endorse or promote a single bear spray manufacturer over all others. 

Thank you again for giving UDAP the opportunity to voice these concerns to the IGBC 
Executive Committee. We look forward to working with you to resolve these matters. 

Sincerely, 

CROWLEY FLECK PLLP 

dta¥ 
Gregory F. Dorrington 
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ABSTRACT We present a comprehensive look at a sample of bear spray incidents that occurred in Alaska, USA, from 1985 to 2006. We 

analyzed 83 bear spray incidents involving brown bears (Ursus arctos; 61 cases, 74%), black bears (Utsus americamis; 20 cases, 24%), and polar 

bears (Umts maritim1is; 2 cases, 2%). Of the 72 cases where persons sprayed bears to defend themselves, 50 (69%) involved brown bears, 20-
(28%) black bears, and 2 (3%) polar bears. Red pepper spray stopped bears' undesirable behavior 92% of the time when used on brown bears, 
90% for black bears, and 100% for polar bears. Of all persons carrying sprays, 98% were uninjured by bears in close-range encounters. All bear
inflicted injuries (n = 3) associated with defensive spraying involved brown bears and were relatively minor (i.e., no hospitalization required). In 
7% (5 of71) of bear spray incidents, wind was reported to have interfered with spray accuracy, although it reached the bear in all cases. In 14% 
(10 of 71) of bear spray incidents, users reported the spray having had negative side effects upon themselves, ranging from minor irritation 
(11 %, 8 of71) to near incapacitation (3%, 2 of71). Bear spray represents an effective alternative to lethal force and should be considered as an 
option for personal safety for those recreating and working in bear country. (JOURNAL OF WILDLIFE 1'v1ANAGEMENT 72(3):640-645; 

2008) 
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Throughout North America, bear-human conflict periodi
cally results in serious, sometimes fatal, injuries to both bears 
and humans (Herrero 2002). These conflicts between bears 
and people include negative interactions that are aggressive, 
defensive, or nuisance in nature (Gore et al. 2006). A few 
studies have investigated bear-human conflict in North 
America (Herrero 1970; Middaugh 1987; Herrero and 
Higgins 1999, 2003; Miller and Tutterow 1999). Miller and 
Tutterow (1999) reported that brown bear (Ursus arctos; 
synonymous with "grizzly bear" and hereafter brown bear) 
attacks resulted in 2.75 injuries and 0.42 deaths per year in 
Alaska, USA, from 1986 to 1996. 

Miller and Chihuly (1987) found that 72% of nonsport 
brown bear deaths in Alaska were the result of aggressive 
bear-human interactions. It is likely that some of these bear 
fatalities could have been avoided had nonlethal deterrents 
been available. On Alaska's Kenai Peninsula, the number of 
brown bears killed in defense of life or property has 
increased more than 5-fold in recent years and presently 
exceeds population sustainability (Suring and Del Frate 
2002). 

People rely on a variety of deterrents for protection from 
bears, including firearms, red pepper sprays, signal flares, 
incendiary screamers, and an assortment of noise makers 
(Herrero 2002). Red pepper spray repellants, hereafter bear 
spray, were initially developed in the 1960s as a defense 
against aggressive domestic dogs (Miller 2001). The active 
ingredients in bear spray, capsaicin and related capsaicinoid 
compounds, produce a nonlethal yet debilitating response, 
including coughing, sneezing, bronchoconstriction, apnea, 
retrosternal discomfort, laryngeal paralysis, and temporary 
blindness (Miller 2001). Miller (1980) tested dog repellent 
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sprays on captive brown bears and found that charging bears 
were stopped when sprayed in the face. Spraying resulted in 
swift retreats to the farthest corner of the cage where bears 
rubbed their eyes and blinked vigorously (Miller 1980). 
Encouraged by these results, Miller (1980) advocated the 
development of red pepper spray-based repellents for bear 
defense. 

Initial tests of the improved formulation and packaging 
proved promising, so research trials were conducted 
involving captive bears (Hunt 1984). Rogers (1984) reported 
positive results when red pepper spray was used on free
ranging black bears ( Ursus americanus). Importantly, none of 
these studies reported bears responding aggressively when 
sprayed. 

Herrero and Higgins (1998) analyzed 66 nonexperimental 
incidents in which bear spray was used on both wild brown 
and black bears and found that in aggressive encounters with 
brown bears bear spray ended the bears' unwanted behavior 
in 94% (15 of16) of incidents. However, in 6 cases the bear 
continued to act aggressively; in 3 of these cases the bear 
attacked the person spraying. In 88% (14of16) of the cases 
the bear(s) eventually left the area after being sprayed. 
Results regarding black bears were more variable, but no 
humans were injured after spray use. 

Some people have been reluctant to rely on bear spray for 
protection. We believe several reasons contribute to their 
reluctance. Chief among these is the notion that bear sprays 
are too weak to dissuade curious or aggressive bears from 
approaching people. Additionally, some people believe that 
wind can easily render sprays ineffective and that wind
driven spray may incapacitate the user. We present data 
from Alaska bear spray incidents that address these 
concerns. Additionally, we present bear spray incidents 
involving polar bears ( Ursus maritimus), the first reported in 
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the literature. Our goal was to provide data regarding the 
effectiveness of bear spray over a 20-year period. Given the 
overall lack of evaluation of the efficacy of bear-human 
conflict interventions, including bear spray, analysis of bear 
spray effectiveness is needed (Gore et al. 2006). Insight 
about bear spray efficacy may contribute to more informed 
decisions regarding its use and reduce human injury and 
nonsport loss of bears. 

METHODS 
We collected bear spray incident records from 1985 to 2006 
from state and federal agencies, newspaper accounts, and 
anecdotally. We included all Alaska records (31) previously 
analyzed by Herrero and Higgins (1998) so we could present 
a comprehensive, updated assessment of bear spray incidents 
from Alaska. Bear spray incident variables of interest 
included date, time, location of incident, number of persons 
involved, person's activity before interaction, bear species 
and age-sex class, bear's activity before being sprayed, 
manufacturer of spray used, wind effects, effects on humans, 
dosage of spray administered, dosage of spray received, 
distance to bear when sprayed, bear's response to spray, 
mechanical problems, and whether the bear returned after 
being sprayed. Whenever records were incomplete (n = 10), 
we interviewed individuals involved. We regrouped values 
for the variable distance to bear when sprayed into broader 
categories to aid analysis (e.g., 0-5 m, 2:6-10 m, and 2:11-
20 m). Subjectivity of incident records, presence of 
confounding factors (e.g., multiple manufacturer's products 
having been used), and small sample sizes limited statistical 
analyses. 

We pooled bear spray incident data by bear species and 
bear behavior, consistent with Herrero and Higgins (1998). 
Data included incidents involving black, brown, and polar 
bears. We labeled bears curious if they were exploring the 
environment in a nonaggressive manner. We deemed bears 
aggressive when the encounter included behaviors such as 
charging, agonistic vocalizations, or persistent following 
(Herrero and Higgins 1998). In some instances, we could 
not infer the bear's behavior and we classified those 
behaviors as unknown. 

We pooled data by behavior of the bear before being 
sprayed into 2 categories, food motivated and nonfood 
motivated, consistent with Herrero and Higgins (1998). 
Bears in the first category were perceived to be searching for 
human food or garbage. If aggressiveness was involved in 
these incidents, it was with respect to acquiring food or 
garbage. Bears in the second category were acting aggres
sively, and they were not attempting to acquire food or 
garbage. 

We defined successful outcomes as bear spray having 
stopped the undesirable behavior of the bear. A bear that no 
longer pursues a person, breaks off an attack, abandons 
attempts to acquire food or garbage, or turns and leaves the 
area are examples of successful outcomes. We deemed 
failures spray incidents in which the bear continued its 
pursuit, persisted in attempts to acquire food or garbage, or 
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showed no change in its undesirable behaviors. A bear not 
leaving an area after being sprayed, however, was not 
deemed a failure so long as threatening behaviors, 
rummaging through trash, or direct risks to people ceased. 

To address wind effects on spray, we tested the velocity of 
bear spray issuing from canisters at the actuator, or nozzle, 
using a Kestrel wind meter (Nielsen-Kellerman, Inc., Sylvan 
Lake, MI). We held the meter approximately 5 cm from the 
actuator and released a 1-second burst of spray. We recorded 
maximum wind speed attained. We replicated this proce
dure 5 times to calculate a mean exit velocity for bear spray. 
We used the G test for goodness-of-fit for differences 
between observed and expected frequencies (Dytham 2003). 
We selected the G test because we were dealing with 
observed frequencies of various categories and expected 
proportions for those categories that we did not derive from 
the data. We set significance at P= 0.05. 

RESULTS 
We analyzed 83 cases involving the use of bear sprays in 
Alaska (Table 1), of which 72 incidents involved persons 
spraying menacing bears, and the remainder (n = 11) are 
examples of spray misuse or bear attraction to residues. We 
address instances of bear spray misuse separately. 

From 1985 to 2006, our sample of bear spray incidents 
showed that Alaska averaged 3.1 ± 0.7 reported bear spray 
incidents per year. Of the 83 incidents we examined, brown 
bears were involved in 61 (74%), black bears in 20 (24%), 
and polar bears in 2 (2%; G1 =96.6, P < 0.001). Of the 72 
cases where persons defensively sprayed bears, 50 (69%) 
involved brown bears, 20 (28%) black bears, and 2 (3%) 
polar bears ( G1 = 73.0, P = 0.000). All instances of spray 
misuse (n = 11), or of spray residues attracting bears, 
involved brown bears. In 92% (46 of 50; G1 = 41.4, P < 
0.001) of dose-range encounters with brown bears, spray 
stopped undesirable behavior in which the bear was 
engaged. In 90% (18 of 20; G1 = 14.7, P = 0.001) of 
close-range encounters with black bears, spray stopped the 
bear's undesirable behavior. All bear-inflicted injuries (n = 3) 
involved brown bears and were relatively minor (i.e., no 
hospitalization required). During 1985-1995, Herrero and 
Higgins (1998) found bear spray use in Alaska 94% 
effective overall (30 of 32 incidents; G1 = 31.3, P < 
0.001); we found that in the decade following bear spray, 
efficacy was 90% (36 of 41 cases; G1 = 33.4, P < 0.001). 

Bear spray incidents for which time of day was known 
(65%, 47 of 72) show that none occurred between 0100 
hours and 0600 hours, 14 (30%) occurred between 0600 
hours and 1200 hours, 14 (30%) occurred between 1200 
hours and 1800 hours, and 18 (38%) occurred between 1800 
hours and 2400 hours; only one (2 % ) occurred between 
2400 hours and 0100 hours (Fig. 1). 

In 96% (69 of 72) of bear spray incidents the person's 
activity at the time was reported (Fig. 2). The largest 
category involved hikers (35%), followed by persons 
engaged in bear management activities (30%), people at 
their home or cabin (15%), campers in their tents (9%), 
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Table 1. Bear spray incident data from Alaska, USA, 1985-1995 and 1996-
2006. We did not include incidents of misuse (n = 11) with these data. 

Decade of study 

1985-1995" 

Total no. of incidents 32 

Black bears (total) 6 

Single bears 4 

F with cubs 2 

Brown bears (total) 26 

Single bears 21 

F with cubs 4 

Large M 0 

Pair of bears 1 

Polar bears (total) 0 

Single bears 0 
Injuries inflictedc 0 
Successful deterrence (no.)d 30 

% 94 
Return after spraying° 5 
Mean distance to bear (m) 3.4 
Behavior before spraying 

Aggressive 9 

Curiosity 23 

Indeterminable 0 

• Data from Herrero and Higgins (1998). 
b Data from this study. 

1996-2006h 

40 
14 
13 

1 
24 
11 
9 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
36 
90 
8 
4.8 

16 
23 

1 

c Minor injuries resulting in outpatient treatment (e.g., scratches and 

lacerations). 
d Spray was deemed successful when the undesirable behavior of the bear 

was stopped. 
c No. of incidents in which the bear returned after initial spraying. 

people working on various jobs outdoors (4%), sport fishers 
(4%), a hunter stalking a wounded bear (1 %), and a 
photographer (1 %). Persons injured in bear spray incidents 
included 2 hikers and one field biologist. 

In 62% (31 of 50) of brown bear incidents bears were 
either acting curious or searching for food or garbage before 
being sprayed. Of these bears, 13% (4 of 31) were acting 
aggressively with respect to obtaining food; 87% (27 of 31) 
were not acting aggressively. In 77% of incidents (24of31), 
one bear was involved, but in the remaining incidents 
females with cubs made up 10% (3 of 31), large males 7% 
(2 of 31), and a pair of siblings 7% (2 of 31) of bears 
involved. In 100% (29 of 29; G1 =32.8, P < 0.001) of these 
incidents, use of bear spray stopped the undesirable behavior 
of the bears involved. In 17% of incidents (5 of 29; G1 = 
13.5, P = 0.001), the bear returned after being sprayed. 

In 68% (13 of 19) of black bear incidents, bears were 
either acting curious or were searching for food or garbage. 
Of these bears, none acted aggressively toward people while 
in pursuit of human foods. In 77% (10 of 13) of these 
incidents, one bear was involved, but the remaining 23% (3 
of 13) involved family groups. In 85% (11 of 13; G1 =6.9, P 
= 0.032) of these incidents, bear spray stopped the bear's 
behavior, whereas in 15% (2of13) the outcome was unclear 
due to confounding factors (i.e., bear trapped inside a 
structure and unable to flee, linkage between spraying and 
cessation of behavior unclear). In 11 % (2of19; G1 =13.6, P 
= 0.001) of incidents, the black bear returned to the site 
following initial spraying. 
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Figure 1. Temporal distribution of bear spray incidents by time of day (hr) 
in Alaska, USA, 1985-2006. Radial lines are time of day; concentric circles 
represent counts. 

In both polar bear incidents, subadult bears approached 
humans in a pick.up truck there to observe bears feeding on 
bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) remains near the village 
of Kaktovik, Barter Island, Alaska, USA. In both instances 
(100%), bear spray stopped the bear's approach and turned 
the bear away. Neither of these bears returned to the truck 
following spraying. 

In 36% (18 of 50) of brown bear incidents, brown bears 
acted aggressively towards people before being sprayed. In 
86% (12 of 14 for which distance was known) of these 
incidents, the person was first aware of the bear at <15 m, 
with a mean estimated distance of 6 m. In the remaining 2 
instances, bears were first noticed at 25 m and 50 m, 
respectively. In 64% (9 of 14) of these close encounters, 
brown bears charged the person(s) before being sprayed. In 
85% (12 of 14; G1 = 7.9, P = 0.019) of aggressive 
encounters with brown bears, bear spray stopped the bear's 
aggressive behavior; in 12% (1 of 14) the person spraying 
the bear was not injured, but the bear charged through the 
fog, halting 1 m from the person before moving off. In 12 % 
(1 of 14) of aggressive encounters the bear contacted and 
slightly injured the person in the interaction (i.e., deep 
~cratches requiring stitches). Of brown bears involved in 
aggressive interactions unrelated to food procurement, 38% 
(6of16) were single bears, 56% (9of16) were females with 
dependent young, and 6% (1of16) were a pair of bears. In 
3 instances (21 %, 3 of 14) aggressive brown bears returned 
after being sprayed. 

In 35% (7 of 20) of incidents involving black bears, bears 
acted aggressively towards people without an apparent food
related motive. In 4 of these 7 aggressive incidents, the bear 
was apparently surprised at close range (::;15 m). Only in 
one case (1 of 7, 14%) did the black bear charge before 
being sprayed. In 100 % (7 of 7) of bear spray incidents 
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Figure 2. Primary activity of persons involved in bear spray incidents in Alaska, USA, 1985-2006. 

involving aggressive black bears, the undesirable behavior 
was stopped by spraying. No one using bear spray was 
injured by black bears in any behavioral mode, aggressive, 
food seeking, or curious. Of black bears involved in 
aggressive interactions, 100% (7 of 7) were single bears, 
one reportedly a subadult and the others adults. After being 
sprayed, 3 bears (43%, 3 of 7) returned, 3 did not return 
(43%, 3 of 7), and one (14%, 1 of 7) did not leave the 
general area. 

In 7% (5 of 71) of bear spray incidents, wind was reported 
to have interfered with spray accuracy, although it reached 
bears in all cases. In 14% (10of71) of bear spray incidents, 
users reported spray having negative side effects upon 
themselves, ranging from minor irritation (11 %, 8 of 71) to 
near incapacitation (3%, 2 of 71). 

On 10 o ca ion G14%, 10 of 71) the ight and ound 
ass0ciated winh spray release were reported a key factors in 
changing lDear behavior. In 67 spray incidents for which 

·, ~ distance was reported, the mean distance between user and 
. ;J bear at the time of spraying was 4 m (range 1-15 m) . One 

{J!' . ; ~·: · user commented that he had "squarely hit the bear" at 10 m, 
. i:'.: i' although at distances >5 m success was variable. When 

\ 
bears were sprayed at :S3 m (33 cases), the spray always 
enveloped the bear, with only one resulting in a failure to 
deter the attacking bear. ( '. ! ) ;· · .. · 

,. ,,: Three persons ( <2 % of the 175 persons involved in 71 
separate incidents) suffered injury by bears that had been 
sprayed with bear deterrent. One person halted the 
attacking bear by spraying it at close range in the face, 
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and the other 2 persons were unable to spray a second dose 
because the initial attack knocked the spray canister from 
their hands. Nonetheless, only one of the 3 reported that the 
spray had failed to protect them. No mechanical failures of 
spray canisters were reported in the 71 cases. 

We analyzed 11 incidents of spray misuse that resulted in 
unintended consequences. In 45% (5 of 11) of incidents, 
persons applied spray to objects they hoped to protect from 
damage by curious bears; these efforts all failed. In 2 
instances (18%), persons applied sprays as a zonal repellent 
but reported bears inordinately attracted to these locations 
(i.e., tent and on river bank). In 2 instances (18%), persons 
reported bears attracted to spray residues following use of 
bear spray for practice purposes. Repeated sprays (n = 5) 
with fully pressurized cans showed mean exit velocities 
>112 ± 4 km/hr (70 ± 2 miles/hr). 

DISCUSSION 
Two decades of bear spray use in Alaska confirm that it is an 
effective bear deterrent. Findings by Herrero and Higgins 
(1998) regarding the efficacy of bear spray in Alaska from 
1985 to 1995 were comparable to ours for the following 
decade, 1996-2006. As there were only 2 incidents involving 
polar bears, these results should be interpreted with caution. 
However, we located 3 additional polar bear incidents, 2 
from Russia and one from northern Canada, which support 
our findings (Cochran 2000~ Ovsyanikov 2004). In Russia 
and Canada, bear spray successfully protected the user from 
injury by aggressive polar bears. The only injuries (n = 3) 
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associated with bear spray usage in Alaska were inflicted by 
brown bears, consistent with findings by Middaugh (1987) 
and Herrero and Higgins (2003) that brown bears are the 
most aggressive of all 3 North American bear species. 

We found little change in the overall efficacy of bear pray 
b tween the 2 decade of rudy (94% vs. 90%) in pit of 
re orted improvement by manufacrurer (e.g., in rea ed 
rnpsai inoid ontent pres ure, and disper al distan e}. 
Differli!n es in bear deterrent pray brand formulation 

· (e.g., % cap aicin, chemical arrier compo ition, and vol'), 
spray duration, and di tan e exi . t, bu our data were too fe 
for rigor iU pc;;rformaru:.e ompari ons o analy i . 

In 18% of cases we analyzed (13 of 72), both brown and 
black bears resumed their threatening behavior after having 
been sprayed the first time. In these instances, repeated 
spraying eventually deterred bears such that the user could 
escape the situation. Bear spray diffuses potentially danger
ous situations in the short term by providing the user time to 
move out of harm's way and allowing the bear time to 
reassess the situation and move on. When food or garbage is 
involved with bear conflict, bear spray is effective initially, 
but one can expect bears to continue returning until these 
attractants are removed or otherwise secured. In surprise 
encounter situations, bear spray buys time for both the 
human and bear to go their separate ways. 

Consistent with others' findings regarding bear-human 
conflict, our data show hikers to be the largest group 
involved in bear spray incidents (Middaugh 1987, Herrero 
and Higgins 2003). This activity correlates with the most 
frequent time of day for bear spray use, between 0600 hours 
and 1800 hours (60%; Fig. 1). The increase in bear spray 
incidents in the evening (38%; 1800-2400 hr) was largely 
due to bear management activities. 

Wind can influence bear spray's accuracy and distanc ; 
however, our data show that wind rarely affected the 
outcome of bear- human interaction involving bear pray 
which i likely becau e many close encounters do not occur 
-in open area but rather in dense bru h or fore ts where 
wind is greatly attenuated (T . Smith Brigham Young 
University, unpublished data· S. Herrero, U n'versity: of 
Calgf!ry unpublished data). High exit velocities ~f. _ 12ray 
from cans likely cogi.p_en ~s- for cr_o_ -wind effects and ma 
·account for th e low ·incidence of :w:i11d-related effects 

./ <"reported in Alaska.~ Of the 72 inciden~ we- studied, 4 
· ··(6%) i~volved-per;ons that had to leave the area to alleviate 

burning eyes and coughing. No one reported being 
incapacitated by spray, although one user said he had to 
move or he would have been overwhelmed. 

- Importantly, latent bear spray residues have been found to 
attract brown bears rather than repel them (Smith 1998), 
which was evident in 7 instances in Alaska where persons 
applied bear spray to objects with the intention of repelling 
bears. Unfortunately, bears were attracted to, and subse
quently destroyed, the property that had been coated with 
bear spray, similar to observations reported by Smith (1998). 
These observations underscore a need to carefully manage 
spray residues by not indiscriminately dispersing spray. 
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Because some persons had to spray bears multiple times to 
drive bears off in 24% (17 of 72) of instances we srudied, 
spray conservation, and total canister volume, may be 
concerns. w·e suggest discarding bear spray when contents 
fall below 90% of the original amount (as determined by 
weighing), or when the canister is past its expiration date, 
generally 3-4 years from date of purchase. 

Management Implications 
Our research shows that bear deterrent spray is an effective 
tool for defusing bear-human conflict in a nonlethal 
manner. In Alaska, bear spray was highly effective in 
dealing with all 3 species of North American bears, although 
more data on polar bear responses is needed. Persons 
working and recreating in bear habitat should feel confident 
that they are safe if carrying bear spray. Although bear spray 
was 92 % effective by our definition of success, it is 
important to note that 98 % of persons carrying it were 
uninjured after a close encounter with bears. 

In portions of North America where bears are in decline 
managers may reduce the number of bears killed in defense
of-life by arming employees with bear deterrent sprays in 
addition to firearms. No bear spray has ever been reported to 
kill a bear. It is our belief that widespread use of bear spray 
will promote human safety and bear conservation. 
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FIELD USE OF CAPSICUM SPRAY AS A BEAR DETERRENT 
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Abstract: We analyzed 66 cases of field use of capsicum sprays between 1984-94. In 94% (15 of 16) of the close-range encounters with 
aggressive brown (grizzly) bears (Ursus arctos), the spray appeared to stop the behavior that the bear was displaying immediately prior to being 
sprayed. In 6 cases, the bear continued to act aggressively; in 3 of these cases the bear attacked the person spraying. In 1 of these 3 cases, the bear 
left after further spraying. In all 3 injurious encounters, the bear received a substantial dose of spray to the face. In 88 % ( 14116). of the cases, the 
bear eventually left the area after being sprayed. While we do not know how these encounters would have ended in the absence of spray, the use 
of spray appears to have prevented injury in most of these encounters. In 100% (20 of 20) of the encounters with curious brown bears or bears 
searching for people's food or garbage, the spray appeared to stop the behavior. The bear left the area in 90% (18 of 20) of the cases. In only 2 
of these 18 cases was it known to have returned. In 100% (4 of 4) of the encounters with aggressive and surprised, or possibly predacious black 
bears (Ursus americanus), the spray appeared to stop the behavior that the bear was displaying immediately prior to being sprayed. However, no 
bears left in response to being sprayed. In 73% (19 of 26) of the cases associated with curiosity, the spray appeared to stop the behavior. The bear 
left the area in 54% (14 of 26) of the cases, but in 6 of these 14 cases it returned. In 62% (8 of 13) of the incidents where the black bear received 
a substantial dose to the face, it either did not leave the area or left the area and returned. Sprays containing capsicum appear to be potentially 
useful in a variety of field situations: however, variable responses by bears occur. Because the database is composed of diverse field records, the 
results should be viewed with caution. 

Ursus 10:533-537 

Key words: black bear, brown bear, capsicum, deterrent, Ursus americanus, Ursus arctos. 

The number and rate of injuries inflicted by brown bears 
and American black bears to people appear to be gener
ally accepted as part of having bears and the natural envi
ronments that support them and other wildlife. However, 
because of the tragedy of some bear-inflicted injuries, we 
will continue to try to reduce the chances of bear-inflicted 
injury (Herrero 1985). One possible means of decreasing 
bear-inflicted injuries would be to use a deterrent. Ide
ally a deterrent would be highly effective against bears 
but would not permanently injury bears or people. We 
present results of field use of sprays containing capsicum 
pepper derivatives as their active ingredient and deployed 
when bears were acting aggressively toward people, or 
were demonstrating other undesirable behavior. 

The physiological effects of capsicum (Capsicum spp., 
family Solanaceae) derivatives on various animals have 
been studied (Miller 1980, Hunt 1984, Rogers 1984). Osol 
et al. (1967) described capsaicin (a common derivative of 
capsicum) as a powerful local irritant of sensory nerve 
endings, but causing no blisters. Capsicum causes sig
nificant inflammation of certain soft tissues, especially 
the eyes and respiratory tract of human beings (M. Stalder, 
Anza Borrego Desert State Park, Borrego Springs, Calif., 
pers. commun., 1995). In people, capsicum spray can 
cause involuntary closing of the eyes and temporary loss 
of muscular strength and coordination. Products contain
ing capsicum are now used in police work against ag
gressive people. Most researchers conclude that the 
powerful local effects are temporary on all animals that 

have been tested, including bears and people (see Rogers 
[1984] for a review). One human death was, however, 
caused (11 July 1993 in Concord, N.C.) by police use of 
oleoresin capsicum on a "combatant" (M. Stalder, Anza 
Borrego Desert State Park, Borrego Springs, Calif., pers. 
commun., 1995). The autopsy revealed that the deceased 
probably had several predisposing conditions, including 
a "significant underlying pulmonary condition." The 
spray can also get into the pores of soft contact lenses 
and can be impossible to completely remove. 

When used as a bear deterrent in controlled laboratory 
tests and in limited field tests, sprays containing 10% cap
sicum derivative as their active ingredient have generally 
stopped the behavior evidenced immediately prior to 
spraying. This was true for laboratory-induced aggres
sion in both brown bears and black bears (Miller 1980, 
Hunt 1984). Field testing of capsicum spray on aggres
sive bears has not been previously reported. Rogers (1984) 
successfully deterred non-aggressive black bears from 
baits in field tests, but he had a very small sample, n = 5. 
Hunt (1984) reported that black bears were repelled from 
food baits in 18 of 21 field tests; however 86% of the 
animals returned and resumed foraging an average of 17 
minutes later. Because bears are behaviorally com
plex, individual differences in response to being 
sprayed are expected (Rogers 1984, Herrero 1985). Im
portantly, no one has reported that use of capsicum 
spray on either black or brown bears resulted in in
creased aggression. 
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Our research used data from throughout North America 
regarding field use of capsicum sprays on either aggres
sive, curious, or human-food conditioned brown bears or 
black bears. Despite a lack of experimental controls, we 
assumed that the response of bears to being sprayed is 
detectable. We also propose that the case history approach 
is the most effective means of studying the response of 
free-ranging, aggressive brown bears to being sprayed. 

We thank the people who provided us with the field 
records on which our data are based. A special thanks is 
owed to R. Potts and B. Holmes of Katmai National Park 
for providing a number of well-documented records of 
interactions in the Brooks River area. We also thank 
C. Gagnon of Counter Assault Personal Defense Sprays 
for sharing descriptions of the spray use that had been 
sent to him. 

METHODS 
As part of a broader study of bear-human interactions, 

we sent inquiries to 235 agencies throughout Canada and 
the United States that either had responsibility for bear 
management or whose personnel frequent bear habitat. 
We requested records of field use of aerosol sprays con
taining extracts of capsicum as a deterrent against bears. 
In addition to agency reports of such use, we directly con
tacted individuals who because of newspaper reports or 
word of mouth, we believed had used capsicum spray as 
a bear deterrent. 

We analyzed reports of capsicum spray use on bears 
by entering each incident into a computer database. Such 
reports are subject to various recording and interpreta
tion errors and to the problem of trying to adequately rep
resent complex, real-world situations (with many variables 
complexly interwoven) in a form permitting analysis. 
Such errors and uncontrolled variables create "noise" in 
the database, but with our sample size we assume that 
patterns of response by bears to use of capsicum spray as 
a deterrent emerge as an approximation of free-ranging 
bears' actual responses to being sprayed. Because these 
incidents were not part of a controlled experimental de
sign, we did not statistically analyze the data since results 
should be viewed with caution given the lack of controlled 
methodology. One inconsistency is that various capsi
cum sprays were used in the field situations. Variations 
between brands could not be systematically investigated 
because of small sample sizes for all brands except 
Counter Assault (Bushwacker Backpack and Supply Co., 
Missoula, Mont.) (n = 50). All sprays used in situations 
included in our database likely contained 10% capsicum 
extract as their active ingredient. 

We grouped data by bear species and by the behavior 
or inferred motivation of the bear in the incident. For 
both black and brown bear incidents, we recognized 2 
types of incidents. In 1 type, the bear' s behavior prior to 
being sprayed appeared to be searching for food or gar
bage or being curious. When aggression was involved it 
seemed to be directed toward obtaining food or garbage. 
Often such incidents took place in developed portions of 
parks, and the bear probably had a history of feeding on 
people's food (including just-caught fish) or garbage. In 
the second type of incident, people perceived that the bear 
was acting aggressively prior to being sprayed, without 
the element of food or garbage. These incidents included 
bear behaviors such as charging, making aggressive 
noises, or persistent following. 

RESULTS 
We analyzed 66 cases of field use of capsicum sprays . 

Brown bears were involved in 36, black bears in 30. In
cidents occurred primarily in Alaska, British Columbia, 
Montana, and Alberta. 

Delivery of Spray to the Bear.-We separated the inci
dents into 3 classes: cases where the bear was reported 
by the sprayer to have received a substantial dose to the 
face, cases where it reportedly did not, and cases where 
the dose was not determined. Although we did not apply 
any statistical tests, no obvious differences in response 
were apparent between these subsets and therefore we 
pooled data. In slightly more than half of the incidents, 
the person using the spray reported that the bear received 
a substantial dose of spray to the face. 

Brown Bears Acting Aggressively.-In 81 % (13of16) 
of these incidents the person reported not being aware of 
the bear until it was <50 m away; however, in 2 incidents 
the bear or bears involved were first sighted at >200 m. 
In 88% (14/16) of the cases the bear charged at the per
son or people. In 62% (10 of 16) of the incidents, a fe
male bear with offspring (ages varied) was involved, and 
in 6 only a single bear was seen. Only 1 incident was 
known to have involved an adult male bear. 

In 94% (15 of 16) of the cases, use of the spray was 
associated with the bear stopping its aggressive behav
ior. In 38% (6of16) of the cases, the bear either contin
ued to act aggressively (1 of 16) or briefly stopped but 
then resumed its aggressive behavior (5 of 16). In 3 of 
these cases, the bear attacked and injured the person us
ing the spray. In 2 cases the person spraying required 
<24 hours of hospitalization; the other required> 24 hours 
of hospitalization. In 1 of these 3 cases further spraying 
appeared to have caused the bear to leave. Of the 3 inci-
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dents that resulted in injury to the person using the spray, 
2 involved a female with one or more cubs, and the other 
involved a single, adult male. In all 3 injurious encoun
ters, the bear received a substantial dose of spray to the 
face at close range. In 2 incidents, the person was injured 
after spraying a bear that was attacking a companion. Here 
the approach by the sprayer, combined with the spray
ing, redirected the attack to the person spraying. In 88% 
( 14 of 16) of the cases the bear left the area after being 
sprayed. These included incidents where the bear con
tinued to act aggressively after the first spraying and did 
not leave until after the second or third spraying. In 12% 
(2 of 16) of the cases the bear remained and the person 
left the area. 

Brown Bear Acting Curiously or Searching for People's 
Food or Garbage.-In each of these cases the bear in
volved was either not acting aggressively prior to being 
sprayed (80%, 16 of 20) or the aggression involved a di
rect approach apparently aimed at getting a person's food, 
such as a fish (20%, 4 of 20). The bear was, however, 
behaving in a way that the person using the spray found 
undesirable. In 80% (16 of 20) of these cases, only a 
single bear was involved. In the other 20% ( 4 of 20) 
cases, a sibling pair or larger sibling group was involved. 
In total, 85% (17 of 20) of the incidents involved sub
adult bears. In 100% (20 of 20) of the cases, use of the 
spray was associated with the bear stopping the undesir
able behavior immediately after being sprayed. The bear 
left the area immediately after being sprayed in 90% (18 
of 20) of the incidents. In only 2 of these cases was the 
bear known to have returned. In 38% (3 of 8) of the 
incidents where the bear did not receive a substantial dose 
of spray to the face, the people involved reported that the 
bear was apparently deterred by the sound of the spray 
discharging and the spray cloud. 

Black Bears Acting Aggressively.-In 3 of 4 cases a 
black bear either charged (2 cases) or vocalized aggres
sively and then approached (1 case). All three of these 
cases appeared to involve responses to 1 or 2 people sud
denly being within 50mof1or2 black bears. In 1 case 
the aggressive bear may have been 1 member of a pair of 
black bears engaged in courtship. In the fourth case, the 
bear exhibited predatory behavior as defined by Herrero 
(1985) and Herrero and Higgins (1995). The bear saw 
the people involved, followed them for several minutes, 
and then approached quietly. 

In all of the 4 incidents the spray apparently changed 
the behavior of the bear; however, in no cases did the 
bear leave the area after being sprayed. In 1 case the bear 
was shot and killed after being sprayed. In another case 
the bear left after a shotgun was fired. In the other 2 

cases the person left. In 1 the bear didn't follow, but in 
the other the bear followed and the person was finally 
able to make it to camp, but only after firing a bear banger. 
No people were injured. 

BlackBearsActing CuriouslyorSearchingfor People's 
Food or Garbage.-As with brown bears, in this type of 
incident prior to being sprayed the black bear was either 
not acting aggressively (85%, 22 of 26) or the aggression 
seemed to be directed at obtaining food or garbage (15%, 
4 of26). In 92% (24 of26) of these cases only 1 bear was 
seen. In the other 8% (2 of 26) of incidents, a female 
bear with 1 or more cubs was involved. In 73% (19 of 
26) of this type of incident the spray had the apparent 
effect of changing the behavior. In the other 27% (7 of 
26) of cases, the spray elicited varied and sometimes un
clear responses. In 2 of these cases, the bear showed no 
apparent response to being sprayed. The bear left the 
area after being sprayed in 54% (14 of 26) of the cases; 
however, in 6 of these 14 cases the bear returned. In 62% 
(8 of 13) of the incidents where the bear received a sub
stantial dose to the face, it either did not leave the area or 
it left and returned. 

Environmental Conditions and Spray Application.
In 9% (6 of 66) of incidents, the sprayer reported that 
environmental conditions interfered with the application 
of the spray. In 4 of these incidents, there was a headwind 
or crosswind. In the fifth incident, heavy rain quickly 
dispersed the spray. In the sixth incident, thick bushes 
limited the size of the spray cloud. None of the incidents 
involved injury. However, in 2 incidents involving a 
headwind, the person using the spray had it blown back 
on him and was affected by it. To deliver a substantial 
dose of spray to the bear under typical conditions, most 
sprayers reported having to be within 6 m of the bear, 
with greater success from within 3 m. 

Mechanical Problems with Spray Canisters.-In 3% 
(2 of 66) of incidents, the sprayer reported some mechani
cal deficiency with the spray. In 1 incident, the spray 
released from the canister in a stream-like shot rather than 
as a mist or fog. In another incident, the canister lost 
pressure and some of the contents dribbled down its side. 
The sprayer thought the canister was clogged, but it may 
have been empty. Neither of these incidents involved 
injury. In a third incident, the sprayer was injured by a 
brown bear when the can emptied during the bear' s charge. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Our results are consistent with tests conducted on a 

small number of captive grizzly bears (Miller 1980, Hunt 
1984) and on captive (Hunt 1984) and free-ranging black 
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bears (Hunt 1984, Rogers 1984). Capsicum spray ap
peared to be reasonably, but not 100%, effective as a 
deterrent against free-ranging, aggressive brown bears. 
Many of the cases we studied involved female brown 
bears apparently defending their young and responding 
to a person suddenly sensed nearby, although in 2 cases 
the bear family was first seen at >200 m. In most cases 
the bear or bears involved responded by charging. In 6 · 
of 16 cases the bear continued to act aggressively after 
being sprayed. In a minority of instances, despite re
ceiving a full dose of spray to the face, the bear inflicted 
injury to the person using the spray. Despite a small 
number of people being injured after spraying an ag
gressive brown bear, in no cases did use of the spray 
appear to be responsible for increasing the extent of 
injury. 

We do not know how a given incident might have ended 
without use of the spray. Herrero ( 1985) reported that 
most brown bear charges did not result in contact or in
jury when spray was not used and that black bears often 
charged people but very rarely contacted and injured them. 

One caution regarding generalizing our results is that 
in the 1 instance where capsicum spray was known to 
have been used on an adult female grizzly bear with cubs 
that charged from a nearby ungulate carcass, injury to the 
sprayer resulted. For certain individual brown bears, the 
spray may not be effective if the bear is encountered at 
close range and near a carcass. 

Capsicum spray very effectively deterred free-ranging 
brown bears approaching people out of curiosity or to get 
at their food (including fish) or garbage. These bears 
which were primarily sub-adult, stopped their undesir
able behavior and left the area. In 2 cases, however, the 
bear returned. The success of capsicum spray to deter 
adult, free-ranging brown bears in this context is unknown. 

Because there were only 4 instances of spray use on 
free-ranging aggressive black bears, results should be 
viewed with caution. The spray appeared to be less ef
fective than when used in aggressive incidents with brown 
bears. All black bears stopped what they were doing when 
sprayed, but none left the area immediately. Whether the 
spray would be effective against potentially predaceous 
black bear remains unanswered. 

Rogers (1984) reported clear-cut aversive responses in 
5 free-ranging black bears that he sprayed with capsaicin 
while they were approaching food he set out in a camp
ground or garbage dump. With a significantly larger 
sample (n = 21), Hunt (1984) found that most bears were 
repelled from food baits after being sprayed, but most of 
them also returned a short while later. Our findings re
garding curious black bears or bears searching for people's 

food or garbage (and presumably already food-condi
tioned and habituated to people) were unclear. In about 
half of the 26 cases we studied, the bear either did not 
leave or it left and returned a short time later. These re
sults show that at least for black bears, there does not 
appear to be an overwhelming physiological response that 
might cause bears to leave after being sprayed. The re
sponse to spraying might depend on the degree of food
conditioning or individual differences between bears. 

Our results raise the possibility that black and brown 
bears have different responses to capsicum spray. The 
uncontrolled nature of our database does not allow fur
ther comment. 

Spray dispersal into a cloud rather than a narrow stream 
appears to be beneficial for 2 reasons. First, the forma
tion of the cloud (and the noise made by discharge from 
the canister) may in some instances be a deterrent inde
pendent of any of the spray actually reaching the bear. 
Second, this pattern of dispersal saves the sprayer from 
having to accurately direct the spray at a charging bear in 
what is a high-stress situation. Use of the spray does not 
require the training or experience needed to shoot accu
rately at a charging bear with a rifle or a shotgun. 

The spray canisters in this data set were generally me
chanically reliable. Users should be aware that mechani
cal failures can occur and should familiarize themselves 
with what to do in the event of an aggressive encounter in 
which the canister malfunctions or otherwise doesn't de
ter aggression. Users may wish to test the canister with a 
brief spraying to ensure that the propellant works and to 
become familiar with the dispersal pattern of the spray. 

Users should consider environmental conditions when 
using the spray. The ability to deliver a sufficient amount 
of spray to the bear may be limited in conditions of mod
erate or high wind, heavy rain, or thick vegetation. If the 
wind blows capsicum into the user's face, this could make 
it difficult to either play dead or fight back, both appro
priate responses in certain types of bear incidents (Herrero 
1985). Conversely, if a person can maneuver upwind of 
the bear, the wind may assist in delivering spray to the 
bear. Capsicum is believed to exert its primary effect on 
soft tissue, causing inflammation of the eyes and inflam
mation and constriction of the respiratory tract (Rogers 
1984, M. Stalder, Anza Borrego Desert State Park, 
Borrego Springs, Calif., pers. commun., 1995). For this 
reason, spray should be directed at the bear' s face. 

We believe that bears' responses to the spray are not 
solely a function of the dose received. A substantial dose 
of spray to the face was not sufficient to deter the bear in 
a number of incidents. Study of the 3 incidents involving 
injury to the person using the spray showed that the per-
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son had delivered a substantial dose to the bear' s face 
before being injured. In other incidents, the bear was 
successfully deterred even though it did not receive a sub
stantial dose of spray to the face. Aggressive encounters 
between bears and humans are complex events influenced 
by a large number of variables. We believe this to be true 
regardless of whether capsicum spray is used--capsicum 
does not appear to become the sole variable influencing 
behavior after spraying. 

We conclude that sprays containing capsicum appear 
to be useful in a variety of field situations when used on 
free-ranging brown bears. Our results show an accept
able level of effectiveness and that injury will sometimes 
occur despite effective deployment of the spray. When 
used on aggressive black bears our data only cover a 
small sample (n = 4). For the remaining incidents that 
deal primarily with habituated and food-conditioned black 
bears, the sample was much larger (n = 26) but results 
were variable. We recommend further testing through 
documented field use and other means. 

An increasing number of people are buying spray con
taining capsicum for possible use against aggressive bears. 
This is reasonable as the spray may prevent or limit in
jury to people and bears. However, as Dr. Stephen French, 

a grizzly bear researcher in the Yellowstone Ecosystem 
says, "the spray isn't brains in a can." Carrying bear spray 
is not a substitute for the normal precautions when trav
eling or camping in bear country (Rogers 1984, Herrero 
1985). 
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introduction 

Conflicts between bears and people have grown with the expansion of human 

populations and activities into areas used by bears. Incidences of property damage, encounters, 

and human injuries have increased in frequency as activities such as logging, oil and gas 

exploration. and tourism have intensified and spread (Jonkel 1970, Schweinsburg 1976). 

Most commonly, conflicts involve property damage (Mundy and Flook 1973, Jonke! 

1975, Herrero I 976, Schweinsburg 1976, Singer and Bratton 1980). The majority of these 

incidences appear to stem from situations where bears have been fed, or are using human 

food sources such as garbage. There is also evidence to suggest that these problems escalate 

during years when natural foods are in low abundance (Eager and Pelton 1979). 

Increasing encounters with bears and injuries to humans in our national parks have 

been correlated with increases in the number of people visiting the parks and in the unnatural 

foods made available to the bears by visitors (Mundy and Flook 1973, Singer and Bratton 1980, 

Hastings et al. 1981, Herrero 1984). The majority of documented attacks have involved bears 

that have received "handouts", or fed on garbage (Eager and Pelton 1979, Follman et al. 1980, 

Hastings and Gilbert 1981, Herrero 1984 ). Situations associated with grizzly CUrsus 
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ilrc!ns) n:rsus black hear (ll. ameri~:anl!.8 inflicted injury do appear 10 be sorncv,·hat <iifkrcnr. 

Mos! injurit~<; caused by hlad; and grizzly kars \Vere nrrclared with priPr wit 1
• 

people's food or garbugi: and provoked situations, but fur grizzlies, injuries were also 

significantly related to sudden encounters. Of the l l people killed by grizzly hears since J 967, 

eight were killed by hears habituated lo garbage, one by a bear habituated to people, and one by 

a bear believed to have been habituated to people (Hen-ero 1984 ). 

Currently. the most widely used methods for control of nuisance bears are to relocate 

animals to areas where they presumably will not cause further proh1cms, or to destroy them. 

These methods are expensive, time consuming, and ineffective as long-tcnn solutions to most 

bear-human problems (Herrero 1976. Jorgensen et al. 1978. Eager and Pelton 1979). They are 

generally only treatments of the symptoms, and do not eliminate the causal factors that create 

nuisance bears. 

Management efforts should be focused on elimination of situations that create t11e 

potential for bear-human conflicts, in particular, bear use of human-related food sources such as 

garbage. If a situation cannot be eliminated, che strategy should be to prevent or discourage 

bear use of the food resource, to reduce incidences of bear-human conflicts. A decrease in 

incidences will reduce the time and money spent on problem bears, the number of bears 

destroyed or relocated, and 
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the numbl;'.r of conflicts lhal o~rnr at the same :-;itc and/or arc caused by ihe same bear. 

Prevention of many conflicts can be achieved by ex;.:lu<ling unwan!cd animals from a 

resource or decreasing its attractiveness (Follman cl al. I qso. Conover 1%1 l. The strategy of 

bear-proofing. or preventing access to a resource has significantly reduced bear conflicts in our 

national parks (Herrero 1976, Meagher and Phillips 1980, Hastings et al. 1981). Unfortunatdy, 

in many situations physical exclusion of bears may not be cost-effective or even feasible. An 

alternative strategy is to modify undesirable behaviors. by the use of repellent or deterrent 

stimuli that can reduce the hears desire to approach a bait or enter an area. or that reduce the 

palatability of a human-related food resource. 

Both repellent and deterrent stimuli should e.Iicit avoidance responses. There is a 

general lack of distinction between these terms in the literature. In this report they are 

distinguished as follows (Hunt 1983): 

1. RepellenLc; are activated , humans and should immediately turn a bear away during a 

close approach or attack. 

2. Deterrents. should prevent undesirable behaviors by turning bears away before a conflict 

occurs. such as bears approaching camps, orchards. or garbage dumps. They need not be 

monitored or manually activated 



~ A ver~;ive cunditionin~ should mndifv nr::.-Yious!v eslahlished unde:;irahk hch:wior through 

the use of repellents or dcteITents. The conditioning must be repeak'.U u.Hil avoidance of 

penpk or their prnrerty has been 

c:>t<1hlished. 

It is important to keep in mjnd that repellenls and deterrents should aid, but not be a 

substitute for preventative measures that eliminate or reduce the potential for bear-human 

conflicts. Repellents and deterrents should be considered as a second line of defense against 

bear problems. 

The purpose of this report is to detail five promising bear deterrent and repellent 

products currently available for use. These systems have undergone limited Lesting on bears, 

and the results have been favorahle. Each may be applicable in specific problem situations 

where the attractant cannot he eliminated or "bear-proofed" (ie. campsites, outfitter camps, 

road sides, subdivisions, livestock, poultry, orchards, gardens, landfills, garbage dumpsites). 

They should be used in conjunction with relocation or destruction of problem bears that fail to 

respond suitably to application of stimuli, or when bear behavior is believed to pose an 

immediate threat to human safety. 



Animal Repel (Caps~1icin Prcicluct) By Bush wa'" ker Ba~kpack and Suppiy C:o. 

Most human injuries caused by bears are due to surprise encounters with grizzly bc.ars 

or grizzly and black bears lltat have used human-related food sources (Herrero 1984 ). Most 

bear-caused human fatalities have been the result of grizzly bear attacks on humans sleeping 

in tents. An effective bear repellent chat is easily carried by hikers or campers could decrease 

the severity and perhaps even the number of these incidents. 

To this end, tests of capsaicin, an ingredient of cayenne peppers have been conducted on 

captive and free-ranging black and grizzly bears. Tests results indicate that capsaicin is an 

effective repellent for most grizzly and black hears (Jenkins and Hayes 1962, Miller 1980, 

Follman 1980, Smith 1983, in prep., Hunt 1984, Rogers 1984). Further tests of the stimulus on 

free-ranging bears are necessary. In addition, if the stimulus is to be effective in a variety of 

situations, the producl's delivery system must be improved to increase the range of the capsaicin. 

Capsaicin is a local irritant of sensory nerve endings. Toxicity tests have shown no 

lasting harm to the skin or eyes of humans (Osol et al. 1967), dogs (Jenkins and Hayes 1962), 

or albino rabbits (Paynter 1962, Becker and Parke 1976). The 
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stimulus can be w::tshed nff with sliap and water. 

Currently. capsaicin is widely used hy mailmen and meter readers as a dog repellent. It 

is available cormnercially in a spray form as Halt. Dog Shield. or Animal Repel. Halt and Dog 

Shield are sold nationally in pet stores: the capsaicin is in solution at less than I%. and 

dispensed from a canister in a stream a few inches wide, with a range of 3 to 6m. The products 

have a long shelf 1ife. Animal Repel was developed specifically for use on hears by the 

Montana based Bush\l\.'acker Backpack and Supply Co., due to the favorable responses of all 

black and grizzly bears tested with Hall by Hunt ( 1984) and Smith (1983. in prep.). Although 

further improvement of the product can be expected. Animal Repel is currently available for 

distribution in a 400 gram (17 oz.) canister, with an atomized spray width of approximately Im. 

a spray rnnge of 6m to 8m, and a capsaicin solution of 10%. 

Capsaicin has been tested in 86 trials on captive (generally caged) grizzly (n=lO) and 

black bears (n= 16) (Jenkins and Hayes 1962, Follman 1980, Miller 1980, Smith 1983. in prep., 

Hunt 1984). Products tested were Animal Repel (n=l6), Phaser (an earlier generation of 

Animal Repel; n=l2), Halt (n=40), and a Skunker/Halt combination (n=18; Skunker is a 

synthesized skunk odor produced by Bear Country Products, Orinda. CA). 



During 77 tesb. bear:; were sprayed while charging or aggressively approaching a 

human that v,ia:; on the other side of a barred door or fence. Responses by all hears were 

remarkahly similar. When sprayed all bears (100%) were repelled. Mo:-: responded by 

immedi:.ncly turning and running mvay: during a few tests bears quickly hacked away. After ~m 

initial retreat of several meters bears usually stopped and pawed at their faces hcfore 

continuing to move away. At no time were any aggressive responses noted (Miller 1980, 

Hunt 1984, Smith in prep.). Tests of capsaicin effected bear behavior in subsequent tcstc:;, 

reducing the frequency of immediate charges and the overall tendency to charge. Tests of Halt 

with the synthesized skunk odor, reduced the occurrence of initial charges during resting and 

charges during subsequent tests (Hunt 1984). 

Capsaicin was tested once on an attacking free-ranging bear; the result was favorable. 

In Yellowstone Park, during the summer of 1984, a biologist carrying Animal Repel was 

attacked by a 600 lb. male grizzly bear (D. Dunbar 1984 pers. comm.). The bear charged from 

25m away and was initially hit with lhe spray at 4 to Sm. The animal continued to within I.Sm 

of Dunbar before stopping. It paused, shook its head and then attacked. At the same time, 

Dunbar was reportedly attempting to back away as he continued to spray Animal Repel at the 

hear. He is unsure as to whether or not he sprayed the animal in the eyes at this time. The bear 

held the man to the 
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ground and bn inw his side. inadvcnemly !ming into his hip-radic as well. Dunbar then sprayed 

it in the eyes. The bear immediately ran off and did not rerurn. Tne Ji?ars pause and head '>hake 

at l .5m corresponds well with the behavior displayed by most captive and free-ranging bears 

when tested. The pattern generally goes as follows: immediate and vigorous retreat-stop-shake 

head,paw at face- re-orient-move away (Miller 1980, Hunt 1984, Rogers 1984. Smith in prep). It 

is possible that, having stopped. the bear continued the attack because its momentum had crmied 

it into such close proximity to Dunbar, and/or as it shook its head (possibly re-orienting itself) 

Dunbar ceased to spray it in the eyes. 

Capsaicin has been tested on hungry. curious, free-ranging bears in a variety of 

situations. The stimulus was tested as a repellent on black bears at dumps 76 times. Products 

tested were Phaser (n=7), Animal Repel (n=20) and Hall (n:::49; Smith 1983, in prep., Hunt 

1984, Rogers 1984 ). 

Hunt (1984) and Smith (1983, in prep.) sprayed capsaicin from remote triggered 

devices as black bears ate baits of homemade sugar-syrup and slum-gum (a honey by-product). 

Bears were repelled during 63 (88%) of these tests. No aggressive responses were observed. 

All bears tested with Phaser and Animal Repel were repelled (n=27). All of the tests where 

black bears were not repelled were with Halt (nz8). These responses may have occurred 

because the bears were not sprayed 



directly in the eyes: the content quality of t!H Hall was poor (due tu produ.:tion or 

l~Xtcrnal fr121on): or because certain bears have an incri.:ascd tolerance of Lhe sLirnulus 

!Hunt 1984, M. Smith 1985 pers. comm.). 

Rogers (1984) and Smith (in prep.) delivered l 0 tests 10 approaching black bears '''hi le 

standing next to baits of meat and slum-gum, respectively. During seven (70%) of the tests 

bears were immediately and rapidly repelled. One of the three exceptions occmTed when Halt 

was tested on a large male (Rogers 1984 ). Although the bear was repelled, it returned to he 

sprayed three more times before it left the site (Rogers 1984 ). The two remaining tests were 

with Animal Repel and involved one individual male bear (M. Smith pers. comm.). When 

initially sprayed, the hear remained facing Smith for about 30 seconds, then slowly moved off. 

Two days later, he was again tested and responded by immediately walking away. This hear had 

large scars across his face and nose that may have effected his response to the stimulus. It was 

not a dominant animal at the dump. 

When repelled, most free-ranging bears responded by immediately running a distance 

of 20-25m. then stopping and shaking their heads, and pawing at their eyes. They then either 

continued to move off into the timber, or stayed near the timber at the site perimeter (Hunt 

1984, Rogers 1984, Smith in prep.). Following tests where bears were repelled by 
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remote-triggered devices. bears often returned to feed at the site in Jess than a half iH 'Ur (Hunt 

1984, Smith in prep.). During tests by Rogers ( ! 984 ), \Vherc bears were sprayed and repelled 

by a human standing by a test bait. bears did not return to make themselves available for 

retesting. 

Capsaicin was placed around baits and tested as a deterrent for polar bears during 34 

tests at Cape Churchill, Manitoba (Miller 1980). Smashed sardines and cooking oil were used 

as bait and the area around their perimeter saturated with Halt. None of the bears were deterred, 

however, bears spent less time at these baits then they did at the untreated baits. 

It is possible that capsaicin may be eff eclive if applied directly on a food resource 

(garbage, carcass, etc.). A capsaicin solution (Hot Sauce Animal Repellent, Miller Chemical 

Co., Hanover. PA) has been effective in preventing deer from eating various types of forage 

when sprayed directly on the surface of the vegetation (Charles Svec, 1985 pers. comm., T. 

Trent 1985 pers. comm.). 



Considerations In Application 

It must be stressed that deterrents and repellents should he used in conjunction \11·itb 

management measures designed to e1iminale or reduce the potential for hear-human conflicts 

(Mc Cabe and Kozicky 1972, Gilbert 1977, Follman et al. 1980). The focus of management 

efforts to minimize bear-human conflicts should be to prevent or minimize bear use of human

related food sources, thereby reducing incidences of property damage. sudden encounters, and 

hear inflicted injuries. 

To successfully reduce bear-people conflicl<> on a large scale. three basic, preventative 

management efforts are needed: 

1. the reduction of bear access to human food sources, especially garbage, on 

public and private lands; 

2. education of the public as to the effect of their activities on bear 

populations; and 

3. intcragency cooperation and consistency in reducing conditions that are attractive to 

bears. Efforts toward 1 and 2 above should be consistent across jurisdictional boundaries. 
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Where repellents and deterrents arc used. application of mc1hnds should he 

cunrdinated. and data cullcctiun standardized. To allow for uniform data cnllcction. a 

srnndard data sheet is provided in Fig. 2. 

Successful application of any deterrentlrepellent program is contingent on a variety of 

interacting factors. Key factors that will increase or decrease the effectiveness of any program 

arc: 

l. consistency in application of the method; 

2. timing and delivery of the stimulus in terms of its meaning to the subject bear; 

3. characteristics of the individual bear being tested; and 

4. the attractiveness of the problem site in terms of the availability of alternative, 

natural food sources. 

Control of items 1 and 2 above is most likely. Programs must be planned to allow for 

consistent, consecutive presentation of a stimulus each time an undesirable target behavior is 

displayed. until the behavior is extinguished (at least at the target site). The experience should 

be maximally unpleasant with as little physical damage lo the animal as 
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( Animal Rcpel_(Capsaicin Product) 

Principl e Prnhlems in Application - To he cffectiv thi chemical mu st he appli c:cl 

directly 10 the eyes of a bear. 111ere.fore. th e range and ac:cura ·y afforded by the delivery y: tcm 
· .. 

during applicaLion is critical. Wind, vegcLation , or other factors may further decrease the 

product's efficiency. Currently the delivery system of Animal Repel can be effecti ve and 

accurate up to 6-8m; for use in close encounters such as immediately before or during an attack, 

or on bears entering tents. However, further development of the delivery system and additional 

deterrent cues for presentation "vith the product are necessary for the product to be effective at 

longer ranges. 

Directions for Solurions - Ideally. for poliable use hy hikers, campers. etc .. rhe product 

-hould remain at about its present weighr I 7 m ), to allow for repeated application and have an 

accurate spray ran e of at least !Om, to repel a bear at about one runnin!! scride away, to mark Che 

boundary of our personal space, before contacl is actually made. The s ray should be wide the 

1,;urrent width of l mis appropriate and powerful, to increase the chances of hitlincr a bear in the 

eyes and to miti ale the effects of external factors such as wind. 

( 
Presentation of another visual, auditory, or olfactory deterrent stimulus immediately 

before, or in conjunction with delivery of the ca saicin, may increase the product's effectiveness 

hy adding to it'i range and deterring bears fmm approachin•., closely. In addition. once hit with 
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lhc capsaicin/stimulus combination. upon subsequent exposure. bears may be repelled by 

dcliYery of the stimulus whether or not they arc accurately sprayed with capsaicin. 

Furlhcr tests should be conducted on captive and free-~ranging hears to address 

yuestions as to the product's effect on bears highly motivated to attack. and whether it causes 

subsequent avoidance of people or their properties. With respect to the latter. laboratory tests 

indicated that physiologically, bears recovered quickly from the effects of capsaicin (Miller 

1980, Hunt 1984). This was also suggested by bear responses during field tests. Following tests 

of capsaicin bears quickly returned to feed at the dump sites, but not to the capsaicin Lest baits 

(Smith 1983. Hunt 1984). Results of the laboratory and field tests suggested thar many bears 

learned to avoid the 1est situation following one exposure lo the stimulus. Bears were reluctant 

to reapproach people or test baits, especially if an additional deterrent cue (such as the skunk 

odor) was presented with the stimulus (Hunt 1984, Rogers 1984, Smith in prep.). The stimulus 

may be more effective in causing bears to avoid further approaches if bears are repelled when 

approaching, rather than while eating food attractants. 

It is possible that capsaicin may be used as a repellent in much the same way as 

projectiles. [f bought in bulk and loaded into powerful canisters, it may be effective in 
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repell ing hears thal are approachin g human-relared food sources al sites , roadsides, etc . 

Bu:>h\\ a~kc1 Ba::kpud anJ Suppl~ Ct•. j.., rnrrrrnh devcl11ping 3 ~e1111-r • rt able carn ~ter with 

an cffrui \ c: r~tn ~t: of ~Orn . 

Tests of the product on or around baits as a deterrent for bear use of food resources 

should also be considered. Miller Chemical Co. (Box 333, Hanover, PA, 17331; phone: 717-

632-8921) currently marke ts the product in bulk, in conjunction with Vapor Gard, a Turpine 

resine that, when mi xed with the capsaicin. protects the Slimulus from volatilization and 

precipitati on. The company is willing to work lOward developing a product for deterring bears 

from food resources (Charles Svec, President , 1985 pers. comm.). 
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REACTIONS OF FREE-RANGING BLACK BEARS TO 
CAPSAICIN SPRAY REPELLENT 

LYNN L. ROGERS, USDA Forest Service, North Central Forest Experiment Station, 1992 Folwell 
Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108 

A bear repellent is needed that is effective, 

humane, and can be carried easily by hikers and 
campers. Of several chemical sprays that have been 

tested on caged bears, the most favorable results have 

been with capsaicin (C18H27N03), an ingredient of 

cayenne peppers (Capsicum spp.) (Jenkins and Hayes 

1962, Miller 1980). Capsaicin is a powerful local ir

ritant of sensory nerve endings, but causes no blisters 

because it has little effect on capillaries or other 

blood vessels (Osol et al. 1967). Toxicity tests on 

capsaicin have shown no lasting harm to the skin or 

eyes of people (Osol et al. 1967), dogs (Jenkins and 
Hayes 1962), or albino rabbits (Paynter 1962, Becker 

and Parke 1976). Jenkins intentionally sprayed 

capsaicin solution into his eye, which then "burned" 

for nearly 30 min despite washing and blotting, but 
no effects were evident the next day (Jenkins and 

Hayes 1962). Capsaicin spray is sold commercially 

as Halt (Animal Repellents, Inc., Griffin, Ga. 30223)1 

or Dog Shield (Norton Co., Safety Products Div, 

Rockford, 111. 61101) and is used widely by 

mailmen and meter readers as a dog repellent. 

Aggressive responses to capsaicin spray have not 

been reported for any species. Tests have been 

conducted on 14 dogs, 6 house cats, a captive 
"wildcat" (presumably Lynx sp.), and an aggressive, 

rutting white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), all 

of which retreated immediately without aggression 

(Jenkins and Hayes 1962). Also, 6 trained dogs that 

were sprayed while fighting stopped within 20 sec 

and could not be induced to resume fighting 

1 Mention of products does not constitute endorse
ment by the U.S.D.A. Forest Service. 

10-30 min later (Jenkins and Hayes 1962). In 3 tests 

on 2 caged grizzly bears (Ursus arctos horribilis), 

one or the other of the bears charged across their 

cages until they were sprayed in the eyes with 

capsaicin, whereupon each stopped and ran to the 
farthest comer of the cage and rubbed its eyes (Miller 

1980). Jenkins and Hayes (1962) used capsaicin 

spray also to drive 2 caged adult black bears (U. 

mnericanus) immediately to cover. C. Hunt and C. 

Jonkel (pers. cornmun.) obtained similarly favorable 

results in tests on 5 caged black bears, 1 caged adult 

grizzly bear, and 2 caged grizzly bear cubs. Despite 
these results and the lack of aggressive responses, 

capsaicin has not been field-tested, and it is seldom 

used against free-ranging bears due to uncorroborated 

concern that it might anger them. 
To test the effectiveness of capsaicin on free

ranging bears and to determine if free-ranging bears 

tend to react aggressively to it, I visited campgrounds 
and garbage dumps in Minnesota and Michigan 

where black bears were reported to be taking food 

from people. I sprayed bears that attempted to take 

meat from a box beside me. Five adults ( 4 males, 1 

female) were sprayed in the eye( s) with capsaicin 

solution at dusk or at night from a distance of 1.5 to 3 

m. All immediately blinked hard, whirled away, and 
fled 7 to 20 m where they stopped and rubbed their 

eyes with their paws for up to a minute. Four of them 

then moved out of view, but a male weighing 200-

225 kg returned and was sprayed 3 more times. He 

turned away from the second and third spray 
attempts, causing the spray to miss his eyes. After 

each miss he immediately turned back to the bait. 

The fourth spray again hit his eyes, and he left the 

area at a fast walk. 
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He was not seen for at least 2 days after that although 
he had been seen daily before the test. 

None of the bears made any vocalization, blew, 
chomped its teeth, extended its upper lip, nor showed 
any other sign of aggression after being sprayed. The 
bear that returned appeared intent on the meat and did 
not show increased attention to the tester although his 
avoidance reactions showed that he recognized the 
direction from which the sprays came. 

To determine if black bears would react ag
gressively to a chemical irritant that is purportedly 
less effective than capsaicin, additional tests were 
conducted using CN tear gas. Hass (1981) stated, on 
behalf of the manufacturer of Mace, a tear gas 
product, that tear gas may be irritating to the mucosa 
of bears but is generally ineffective in incapacitating 
them. This substance proved only weakly effective in 
repelling 4 adults that were sprayed in the eyes, but, 
like capsaicin, it elicited no overt aggression. Two of 
the sprayed bears stood blinking for a few seconds 
before turning and walking away. Two others left 
immediately at a fast walk or trot but returned in a 
few minutes. 

Major limitations of capsaicin spray are that it must 
hit an eye to be effective and that, with available 
equipment, it has a typical range of only 3 m (Halt) 
or 6 m (Dog Shield). Range may be longer or shorter 
depending on wind direction; but in my experience, 
most bears approached from downwind, which gave 
the spray additional range. Advantages are that full 
canisters of Halt or Dog Shield weigh less than 80 
grams and that the material has a long shelf life. 
Material used in this test was stored at room 
temperature for 8 years prior to use. 

Results of capsaicin tests on free-ranging bears 
were similar to previous results using caged bears, 
confirming the validity of using caged bears in 
preliminary tests of repellents. Moreover, there has 
been remarkably little individual variation in 
responses of all bears 

tested, whether caged or free-ranging (12 black bears, 
5 grizzly bears); all were repelled vigorously without 
aggression. The tests indicate that capsaicin has 
considerable potential as a bear repellent and that it 
merits further testing on free-ranging bears. 
Questions remain concerning its effectiveness on 
bears highly motivated to attack and concerning 
whether the spray causes any permanent avoidance of 
people or locations. Tests to date also have not 
adequately shown the range of individual variation of 
bear responses or the range of circumstances in 
which chemical spray repellents may be useful. New 
equipment is needed to give the spray greater range. 

Because of the timidity of most bears, it is difficult 
to test a large sample of free-ranging individuals. 
Bears tested in this study did not make themselves 
available for follow-up testing. Large sample sizes of 
bear responses to capsaicin spray probably will be 
developed only through cooperative efforts of 
researchers, wildlife managers, conservation officers, 
park rangers, and others who deal professionally with 
bears, each contributing their observations on the 
effectiveness and limitations of this repellent. Spray 
repellents should not be regarded as substitutes for 
sanitary camping practices or other preventive 
management practices designed to minimize 
encounters between people and bears. 

Acknowledgments.-! thank R. Buech, C. Hunt, C. 
Jonkel, and G. Miller for helpful suggestions on the 
manuscript. 
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Date: January 11, 2008 

To: The lnteragency Grizzly Bear Committee (IGBC) 

From: Wind River Bear Institute, Carrie Hunt, Executive Director 

Subject: Information on Origin of Pepper Spray Specs, As Requested By IGBC 

Memo: 
Dear IGBC Committee Members: 

I was contacted by IGBC Committee member, Doug Zimmerman, in December 2007, following 
the IGBC meeting in Missoula. Doug asked if I could provide some history on the "early days" of bear 
spray and how the current specs for effective spray were developed. The following memo and enclosed 
document is my answer to this request. 

Timeline and Events: 
• I was the Wildlife Biology Graduate student at the University of Montana, studying under 

Dr. Charles Jonke!, who identified and developed the concept and use of capsaicin to 
deter or repel bears during 1082-1984. My Masters thesis was completed in 1984, is 
available through the University of Montana, and is entitled: Behavioral Responses of 
Bears to Tests of Repellents. Deterrents and Aversive Conditioning. 

• During the field work on my Masters and shortly after I discovered how well Capsaicin 
worked on bears, I was interviewed by "The Missoulian", our local news paper regarding 
my research, the article was entitled "Ace and the Queen of Hearts'. There, I was quoted 
as saying that I thought that I had discovered that "capsaicin worked to deter or repel 
both captive and free-ranging bears, but that to be effective for portable use by campers 
and hikers, "it needed to be in a better delivery system". This was because the product 
"Halt" that I had tested during my research, was difficult to administer accurately or 
effectively even to captive bears at a 1 foot distance, due to its pencil thin spray, short 
duration and short range. 

• Shortly after the article came out I was contacted by Mr. Bill Pounds. the owner of 
Bushwacker, Backpack and Supply Co. He told me that he had read the article and 
would like to develop a canister for us to test with a better delivery system. Mr. Pounds 
asked me to give him the specs that I would like to see in a "Bear Spray" can. Based on 
the reactions I had observed, filmed and documented during my masters while testing 
Halt on 6 captive bears and 31 free-ranging bears, I gave him my recommendation for 
spray width, range and duration. This recommendation was the same recommendation I 
documented in my contracted report to the US Fish and Wildlife Service, below. Ponds 
then developed a can to meet the specs I gave him, which was subsequently tested 
during our research and marketed by Pounds as "Animal Repel". This was the 
predecessor to "Counter Assault", marketed by the same company and was the first bear 
spray on the market. I never received any money from Pounds for my research. 

• In 1985, immediately after finishing my Masters Thesis, I contacted Dr. Chris Servheen, 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Grizzly Bear Recovery Coordinator, and proposed that 

I 



I compile a brief report to document and summarize the most promising Deterrent and 
Repellent Products currently available to reduce human bear conflict based on the 
research and field observations of various researchers. I have enclosed the attached, 
original, 1985 research report that I wrote for the US Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of 
the Grizzly Bear Recovery Coordinator. entitled: "Descriptions of Five Promising 
Deterrent and Repellent Products For Use on Bears': The Report is divided into 3 
sections: an "Introduction", Separate Descriptions of the 5 products, and importantly, a 
section entitled "Considerations In Application", where I discuss each product and its 
limitations, and make recommendations for use and Improvement. The use of capsaicin 
through the delivery system of the product "Animal Repel", is one of the 5 products 
discussed in the "Considerations in Application" section. In this section, I recommend 
the same specs I gave to Mr. Pounds. 

Baseline Research to Support the Bear Spray Use and Delivery System Specs: 
• The report described above, "Descriptions of Five Promising Deterrent and Repellent 

Products For Use on Bears", is enclosed with this memo. It was typed in 1985 and 
therefore was not available digitally on a computer. Hence I have just scanned it so 
that it can be sent to the committee and you will see that the formatting has been 
scrambled in some places due to scanning such old print. However, the sections 
covering the Capsaicin product are clear and complete. 

• The sections on capsaicin and recommendations as to its use and delivery systems are 
based on all the pertinent research data and field observations by various bear 
researchers that were available at that time. 

• When reading the document, the sections that are pertinent to the evolution of the 
use of capsaicin for bears and the specs for effective delivery systems are: 

o Introduction- Pages 1-2 
• Background 
• Justification 

o Animal Repel (Capsaicin Product)- Pages 22-23 
• System Description 
• Rest Results 

o Considerations in Application- Pages 28-29 and 40 
• General Considerations 
• Animal Repel (Capsaicin Product)- Page 40 

-Principle Problems In Application 
-Direction for Solution 

• Recommendations and specs copied from "Direction for Solution" section in 
report: See Attachment A 

• For details of initial investigation and results of testing of capsaicin on bears during my 
Master of Science work and by other researcher up that time please see: 

o Hunt, C. 1984. Behavioral Responses of Bears to Tests of Repellents, 
Deterrents, and Aversive Conditioning. M.S. Thesis, University of Montana, 
Missoula. 137 pp. 

o Hunt, C. 1983. Deterrents, Aversive Conditioning, and Other Practices; An 
Annotated Bibliography to Aid in Bear Management. National Park Service 
Report, Glacier National Park, Montana. 136 pp. 

I hope this memo and enclosed report provide the clarity and documentation your 
committee needs to resolve the current questions re the origin and rationale behind the supported 
specifications for bear spray delivery systems identified and supported by the IGBC. Please 
contact me at our office if you have further questions: telephone: 273-4899 and e-mail: 
windriver@beardogs.org. 

Carrie Hunt, Executive Director 
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Attachment A. 

Section Taken from: 

Hunt, C. 1985. Descriptions of Five Repel/ant/Deterrent Products for Use on Bears. Grizzly Bear 
Recovery Coordinator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Missoula, Montana. 50 pp. 

Animal Repel.(Capsaicin Product) 

Principle Problems in Application - To be effective this chemical must be 
applied directly to the eyes of a bear. Therefore, the range and accuracy 
afforded by the delivery system during application is critical. Wind, vegetation, 
or other. factors may further decrease the product's efficiency. Currently, the 
delivery system of Animal Repel can be effective and accurate up to 6-8m; for 
use in close encounters such as immediately before or during an attack, or on 
bears entering tents. However, further development of the delivery system and 
additional deterrent cues for presentation with the product are necessary for the 
product to be effective at longer ranges. 

Directions for Solutions - Ideally, for portable use by hikers, campers. 
etc., the product should remain at about its present weight (17 oz), to allow for 
repeated application and have an accurate spray range of at least 1 Om, to 
repel a bear at about one running stride away, to mark the boundary of our 
personal space, before contact is actually made. The spray should be wide 
(the current width of 1 mis appropriate) and powerful, to increase the chances 
of hitting a bear in the eyes and to mitigate the effects of external factors such 
as wind. 

Presentation of another visual, auditory, or olfactory deterrent stimulus 
immediately before, or in conjunction with delivery of the capsaicin, may 
increase the product's effectiveness by adding to the product's range and 
deterring bears from approaching closely. In addition, once hit with the 
capsaicin/stimulus combination, upon subsequent exposure, bears may be 
repelled by delivery of the stimulus whether or not they are accurately 
sprayed. 

Further tests should be conducted on captive and free-ranging bears 
to address questions as to the product's effect on bears highly motivated to 
attack. and whether it causes subsequent avoidance of people or their 
properties. With respect to the latter, laboratory tests indicated that 
physiologically, bears recovered quickly from the effects of capsaicin (Miller 
1980, Hunt 1984). This was also suggested by bear responses during field 
tests. Following tests of capsaicin bears quickly returned to feed at the dump 
sites, but not to the capsaicin test baits (Smith 1983, Hunt 1984). Results of 
the laboratory and field tests suggested that many bears learned to avoid the 
test situation following one exposure to the stimulus. Bears were reluctant to 
reapproach people or test baits, especially if an additional deterrent cue (such 
as the skunk odor) was presented with the stimulus (Hunt 1984, Rogers 1984, 
Smith in prep.). The stimulus may be more effective in causing bears to avoid 
further approaches if bears are repelled when approaching, rather than while 
eating food attractants. 
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Safatiland, LLC 
1855 South Loop 
Casper, WY 82601 
307.235.2136 

June 22, 2016 

~SAFARI LAND 
GROUP 

Jim Unsworth, Chair 
Matt Hogan, Co-Chair 
Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee 
200 East Broadway 
Missoula, MT 59802 

Re: Technical Aspects of Bear Spray 

Dear Director Unsworth and Deputy Hogan, 

I am the Category and Engineering Director of Defense Technology for the Safadland 
Group, a major developer and manufacturer of less lethal products for law enforcement and 
military markets. Safariland is the contract aerosol filler for UDAP' s Pepper Power brand bear 
spray. As an engineer, I am familiar with the design, operational features, and technical aspects 
of bear spray. I am submitting this letter solely to provide technical infonnation relating to the 
bear spray that we are contracted to fill for UDAP. I express no opinion on the IGBC's bear spray 
recommendations or performance guidelines. 

The canisters we fill for UDAP are specifically designed to discharge bear spray hard and 
fast, giving the user the ability to discharge an effective dose of spray in a very short amount of 
time. The point is to deliver the maximum exposure of product to the aggressive bear at the right 
moment. Some technical features of aerosol sprays that are applicable to the bear spray product 
are explained below. 

• The spray that Safariland manufactures for UDAP has several design features that have 
proven to be beneficial, including: 

o The propellant-to-concentrate ratio is fairly high. This does several things: 
• The droplet size is very small, as much of the liquid-content of the expelled 

liquid evaporates quickly, leaving very small droplets which are more 
inhalable than larger droplets. 

• The nozzle makes a loud hissing sound when sprayed, which is a warning .. 
so1md to most wildlife 

• The can pressure is relatively high, resulting in high-velocity as well as high 
delivery-rate (which is measurable in weight of product discharged per 
second). 

• Higher exit velocity (and the associated weight-per-second) is important to longer range, 
as well as resisting the effect of crosswind for a longer distance in the spray-pattern. 

• Orifice size is one of several factors which can affect delivery rate/velocity. A smaller 
nozzle orifice size reduces the delivery-rate. 



• UDAP cans are capable of providing multiple shots of bear spray. Whether the product 
delivers its contents ovel' 6 seconds or 9 seconds is a function of the discharge rate (weight 
of product discharged per second). 

• On the assmnption that Brand A and Brand B bear sptays have the same weight of contents, 
the two cans could have markedly different volumes (dependent on the density of the 
formula). However, on a weight percentage basis, they could both caITy the same 
capsaicinoid content (which is the substance in the pepper extract responsible for the 
pungency or "hotness''). The Brand with the quicker delivery rate would be dispensing 
more capsaicinoids in a shorter time, which could have the effect of requiring less spray in 
a bear encounter. 

• Faster discharge time translates to more product discharged per unit of time elapsed. Given 
two bear spray cans with the same weight of product, the one with a faster total discharge 
time will put a greater arp.ount of product into the air per second of discharge. For.example, 
a 260 gram can of bear spray that fully discharges in 5 .4 seconds will provide roughly 48 
grams of product per second of discharge. A 260 gram can that fully discharges in 7 
seconds will provide roughly 37 grams of product per second, and probably will not travel 
as far in distance. 

Please direct any questions regarding the above to the undersigned at (307) 235-2136 Ex. 234. 

Sincerely, 

John Kapeles 
Category and Engineering Director 
The Safariland Group 



Bv Email: bears@udap.com 

UDAP Industries 
1703 Waterline Road 
Butte, MT 59702 

RE: Bear Spray Distance and Duration 

To Whom It May Concern: 

14 June 2016 

On multiple occasions, I have been asked for additional information regarding the research 

I conducted on the efficacy of bear spray (See the article entitled "Efficacy of bear deterrent spray 

in Alaska" published in 2008 in the Journal of Wildlife Management Volume 72, Issue 3, pages 

640-645). One question that has come up repeatedly is whether my research was able to shed light 

on specific values for spray duration (seconds) and distance (meters), values that could be used as 

guidelines for purchasing. In the above-referenced article, the only possible suggestion that spray 

duration might be of some relevance was when I found that in 24% of incidents, bears had to be 

sprayed multiple times. I did not, however, elaborate on how many times so I'll take a moment to 

present those data now. This graphic presents the number of sprays that persons reported using on 

bears in 65 incidents in Alaska. 
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Clearly, where data were provided, in 80% ( 4 7 of 5 9) of incidents, a single spray was 

sufficient to deal with a menacingly curious, or aggressive, bear. In the remaining 6 cases, a 

specific number of sprays was not specified. Duration in seconds, was not provided by any persons 

involved in our sample. Based on data we collected, there is no indication that any of the 

commercially available products bests another by durations that vary by a few seconds, at least as 

I see it. 

With regard to the question of spray distance, the following graphic provides data from my 

study: 

Distance to Bear When Sprayed 
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In this graphic we see that of 70 incidents wherein distance to bear was rep011ed, 96% ( 67 

of 70) of the time bears were sprayed at 7 m (23 feet) , or less. In nearly 75% of all cases, bears 

were 16 feet or less from the person spraying the bear. Additionally, since sprays were 98% 

effective in preventing injury it is not possible to ascribe effectiveness to a particular distance from 

the user. Therefore, I cannot provide a recommendation based on distance for any of the currently 

available bear spray products over the others. Consequently, when asked which bear spray product 
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I recommend I state that I am comfortable using any of the EPA-approved products on the market 

because while they do vary somewhat in duration and distance, all fall within an acceptable range 

of effectiveness in light of the results of the study I conducted on the efficacy of bear spray in 

Alaska. 

Sincerely, 

Tom S. Smith, PhD 
Associate Professor 
Plant and Wildlife Sciences 
5050 LSB 
Brigham Young University 
Provo, Utah 84602 



'WiCaw-atcli 
Consulting Division 
39200 Alma Ave. Soldotna, AK 99669 
907/260-9059 (0) or 394-6125 (C) 
wildwatch.llc@gmail.com 
":Jvt.aking good: conservation good: business" 

Greg Dorrington 
Crowley Fleck PLLP 
900 North Last Chance Gulch, Suite 200 
Helena, MT 59601 (Licensed in M0 ND, WY, ID, AK) 
P: (406) 449-4165, F: (406) 449-5149 

gdorrington@crowleyfleck.com. 

Re: Efficacy of bear pepper spray 

To whom it may concern: 

20 June 2016 

I was asked by Mr. Dorrington to comment on the efficacy of bear pepper sprays (BPS), 
based on my professional experience with bears and with BPS. This request arose out of 
the IGBC recommendation that people use a brand of spray whose complete dispersal 
from a can takes at least 6 seconds - a characteristic which is currently met by only one 
brand of spray. Consequently, alternative brands have been erroneously characterized as 
inferior by the general public and some government agencies. 

I have read the testimonials at the end of the IGBC 2008 Bear Spray Report. Those 
writers basically argued that more distance and more duration are better, and expressed 
this opinion in terms of the figures provided by IGBC: that a spray should extend at least 
25 ft and last at least 6 seconds. Had they been offered alternatives such as 30 or 35 ft, 
they might have selected one of those figures rater than 25 ft. None of the authors 
provided any empirical evidence that 6 seconds is even slightly more effective than say 
5 .5 seconds or even 5 seconds. Those testimonials either state or imply that the 
alternatives of shorter duration or less distance would arise from a lower volume of spray 
or of propellant in each can. They did not address the tradeoffs between duration vs. 
distance (e.g., why make the minimum distance 25 ft rather than 30 ft or 35 ft?) Nor did 
any of them address potential advantages of dispersing as much spray as possible, as 
quickly as possible - which, as I recall, is the reason why Pepper Power is designed for 
more rapid deployment than some other brands. Granted that Dr. Smith's review of 
actual incidents indicates that most bears were sprayed for only 1-2 seconds, and that this 
sufficed, the issue deserves further experimental study. For example, there are 
indications that the hissing sound of spraying is an important component of a BPS' s 
effectiveness. Does more rapid deployment of BPS produce a louder, more effective 
sound? 

I consider the 6-second requirement as irrelevant in practice, based both on assessments 
by Dr. Tom Smith and on my own experience. Although duration is important, I don't 
find enough difference between the brands I have tested to matter. In order to have a 
longer duration of spray available, to deal with multiple bears and other contingencies 
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listed by IGBC, I carry 2-3 cans of BPS. Carrying 2-3 cans is warranted because I am 
frequently within sight of numerous brown bears or black bears, and have sometimes 
been confronted by a mother-cub family or a group of 2-4 pre-adolescents or adolescents. 
I have also had to spray bears multiple times before they were deterred. Furthermore, 
there is always the possibility of one can malfunctioning. 

I concur with Dr. Smith's points, in his 14 June 2016 letter to UDAP, that focus on 
differences among EPA-approved brands in how far a can of bear pepper spray shoots, or 
how long it takes spray to exit a can, have been given far more importance in IGBC 
discussions than is warranted by their pragmatic consequences. 

Furthermore, that emphasis distracts attention from other characteristics of sprays which 
are more likely to have a strong impact on efficacy. I describe these below, based largely 
on personal experience, and on long discussions with Kate and Cody Dwire (the organic 
chemists who invented the first BPS and then later an oil-free BPS marketed as Bear 
Pause), as well as with Dr. Smith, and with Dr. Chas Jonke!, who (along with Carrie 
Hunt) did the initial testing of BPSs. Note that the statistics provided by Dr. Smith in his 
14 June 2016 letterto UDAP do not include all, if any, of my own observations on use of 
BPS against bears. Nor do they include the many tests made by Cody Dwire against 
brown bears on Kodiak Island using his product Bear Pause. Regarding these additional 
cases, they all confirm the efficacy of pepper spray, even with bursts as short as 1 second. 

Background 
1) Since I began studying bears in 1969, I have had roughly 15,000 close encounters 

with black and brown bears. My experience has been split between (a) assessing 
population dynamics - i.e., how various factors affect vital rates and harvestable 
yield; (b) assessing the behavior of bears as individuals and in small groups, as they 
interact with one another and with humans; and ( c) factors governing human safety 
during close encounters. Among those factors is BPS. 

2) Understanding efficacy of pepper BPS requires understanding both the physical 
properties of the BPS, as well as how humans and bears behave during an encounter 
that might warrant use of BPS. 

Observations and hypotheses concerning the properties of pepper spray 

1) Most of my comments on BPS are based on personal experience with several brands 
of BPS. I have shot PBS toward black and brown/grizzly bears. I have anointed 
substrates (soil, wood, etc.) with BPS and observed how brown/grizzly bears react to 
it. And I have tested several brands of BPS to observe how the BPS behaved in the 
air- for instance how far it traveled before falling to the ground, being blown away, 
or atomizing and visibly hanging in the air, or 'evaporating' and being lost from sight. 
But I have not done a systematic comparison of brands or a thorough formal test of 
efficacy for any brand. 
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2) When BPS exits a can, it is supposed to come out in cloud whose shape is roughly 
conical. The cone can be distorted sideways by wind blowing across the cone from 
one side or the other. Hence, users are advised to give one very brief squirt of BPS to 
test wind direction, then to turn the can far enough in the opposite direction to 
compensate for wind deflection, before pressing the trigger for a longer period to hit 
the bear with BPS. I also recommend limiting each press on the can's trigger to about 
1 second, lest the person exhaust the can while the bear is still too far away to be 
affected, and to avoid using more BPS on any given bear than is necessary to deter it. 

Field testing and utilization 
1) During actual deployment of BPS against a bear, there is a tendency- not reflected in 

Dr. Smith's letter to UDAP on this issue - for users to hold down the trigger until the 
bear is visibly deterred. Instructing people to only press the trigger briefly isn't likely 
to be effective unless they practice this repeatedly. Practice is best done with a 
substance other than BPS, but which behaves similarly. The difference in 
deployment between someone well trained vs. a novice is likely to matter much more 
than whether a can takes 6+ seconds to deploy full, vs. one that deploys slightly 
faster. 

1) During an encounter, the amount of time that a person has in which to (a) assess the 
situation and (b) deploy BPS, depend on the person's distance from the bear and how 
fast the bear and person are approaching one another. 

a) Bears running on a road have been clocked at 30-45 mph, which is equivalent to 
45-65 ft per sec. Bears running over broken terrain, through dense vegetation, 
presumably run somewhat slower. 

b) In cases where a bear charges someone, the charge usually starts within 50 yards 
(150') of the person, and nearly always within 100 yards (300'). So if a bear is 
charging, a person typically has no more than about 5 - 7 seconds (=300/65) to 
react, and sometimes less than 3 seconds. 

c) Concerning extreme situations where there are only a few seconds available 
before contact, I could not disagree with UDAP's claim that the more BPS which 
can be delivered during those few seconds, the better. 

3) IGBC recommendations should advise people to learn enough bear body language to 
distinguish offensive vs. defensive aggression, as well as aggression vs. non
aggression, for instance as described in my books the Alaska Magnum Bear Safety 
Manual, When Bears Whisper, Do You Listen?, and The Language of Bears. 

Sincerely, 

~~~'~ 
Stephen F. Stringham, PhD - President - WildW atch 
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Jim Unsworth. Chair 
Matt Hogan, Co-Chair 
lnteragcncy Grizzly Bear Committee 
U,S, Forest Service, Northi::rn Region 
Building 26 Fort f\fo;soula Road 
Missoula, MT 59804 

Re:: Pttblit Comment Supporting \Vithdrawal ofIGBC Bear Spray Duration Guidelim: 

Dear Din::ctor Unswt1rth, Dcpmy T Iogan, and to whomever else this may ..:oncem. 

l hold a BS dcgrc:e in Food Science and Tcchnnlogy uml a MFA d~grce in Scicnt~c and 
Natural History Fihnmaking. My MFA thcsi~ i11vcstig::ttcd the unique chemistry and lhennogenic 
natme capsaicinoids. their wide: use m the food and ph(mnacological industries as 'veil as their 
effica1.:ioos use in h:ss~kthal aerosol \Veapnns. During the t:oursc of my thesis r~scif1rch, I qualifii.:~d 
"s a taerkaJ aerosol instnlctor tnilncr and arn considcrl?<l by rnuny 10 be an expert on tap~aidn and 
its use for law cnforcrmcnt nnd large pred<itor deterrence. 1 am also a grizzly ;;1t1ack survivor and 
UDAP bear sprny u~cr. I am '.'Uhmitting thit-i ktkr to support lJDAP''.'i n:qucst that ihi: IGBC 
w1thdraw its six-second bear sprny duration rccomrnendation. The n.:commendation has little 
sc1cnt1fic basis and discourages users from purcbasmg and using effective. EPA-n:giskrcd bear 
spray products, su~h a1'! UDAP. Thi.; lGBc~.-; .six-second spray duration rccommcndat:ion implies 
that bear sprays which discharge faster than six seconds arc somehow less suf~ or not. as dl't"Ctivi: 
at dctcmng a bear nttack. Jn my opinion. this rcconunendation 1s ambiguous and foils to consider 
otJ1cr criti1:al puraioeh::rs of the totll I a!..'n::1sol system. 

For example, it used to be standard practice m Jnhcl "'pepper" spray l.'.ontents a<:i:ording to 
percent Olrorcgin Capsicum {*!1~"0C) us mcasurcdby vohlrne, bur that \Vas insufficient as it failed 
to fully consider the Lhcnnogcnic drnractcri~tics, both qnalitarivc and quantitative~ of the spttific 
t)leoresm u1::cd. The term was mmtHietl later tn read: pen:em C~1pctu~in and Related Capsa1rinoids 
(l'RC). a superior comp::imtive metric. An even more ol~jectivc mcasnrnmrnt \Vtml<l be to use 
Scoville I kal Unit ~quivalcncc as d~tGm1incd by high pcrfonnani..~c l1qt1td chrornatography 
(HPLC). \Vhich is tht: ~tandard scale u1.;cd for determining 1h-cmwgcnicity of organic compounds. 
Presently, EPA regulut1nns n:.quire a pepper spray to t:nnwin between l CRC in order to ht:< 
labeled as a "bear deteffcnt". If a particular fonrmla hatch mcasun:d '1% CRC it would fail 1.0 

meet EPA regulations even though cornrnon sense \Votdd ,•a1ggc:st rhat It 1s at li:-::rntas dlct.:tiv~ as a 
2J)'\, hatch. I make this pninl as evidence I.hat the bear dekrrcnt in<luslrJ\ governing agencies, and 
associated rcsoan.:h arc sti 11 cvolvi ng and arc presently in a dynamic statt- uf nu.x., Cornplctc aerosol 
delivery systems need to be nwrc clo~(:ly C'.Xarnined if acc:uratc data arc to drive any mcnningful 
policy changes, not sin1ply comparing indi:vidual und som~\'v'hat arbitrary parnmelt:rs 

Another example: Given 2 cMs nf equal volume discharged under the same atmospheric 
l:onditions, with regard to ambicnr t\.·mperl.lllln: anJ prcs~urc (or elevation L if one discharges faster 
than thll other it is putting mori:: product out \vherc it's nc~~dcd fastc1. Sirnpk logic and dcmcntary 
physics would influence my prefc-n.:·ncc for the faster disdmrgc rate over the longer duration, 
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as:-:wning ~uffil'icnt volume was availahk· tor at kast thn~c to fhur bursts of appn)xinKlh .. ·l_y I secomJ 
1:ach, Any grcat~r n:s1.:rr~ ts incl'fol'.tive as time i!{ parn1m.11mr wlwn dcaliflg \~;ith an agitated tP'izzry 
at. II.di chargi:. 

I knmv UDAP is ~ff1..·ctivc hL'l'.iJUi..;1..· it saved my life During the fall ol 1999. I wa~ 
bo\vhunring for elk i11 the Gallatin R::1ng1.: _iusc north c1f '{L•llowstonc Nutiom1l Park \Vh1.~n Ihn;c 
grinly bears charged n1e from roughly 40 yards ~>ut m thii.:k timber. a typical clL>!\c L'lll.'.ountcr 

.;;;tartlc L'\'l:nt for the hear..;. Thi: rwn ynung1..:r, sub-a<ll1h hear:-; sioppe<l their charge at :Jhnut ! 5 
l'roni 1rn:, but the fu Hy mature lbm1k· ,,;m1t im1L·d tow1mJ me (Jt hlin<liag ..;:pl"L!<l. l depluycJ my 
UDAP bear spray and dischargi:d Ii~ conknis ro\V;mJ the SO\\. rhn:i: >-.;hon bursrs 
firsr when -;hi.: w;~s approximatdy 10 feet a\vay .. next at I 0- l fb.:t and at ablHlt 7 fi._·(:t. The 
hear tntd to around the '\vall'" .. ~r bl'ar sprdy IH.:t\vccn us., hur the rnultipk shots 1.:rc11k<l a douJ 
that c-nguH~d her on all ~ides. At 7 Tcl't. the grizzly stopped abnqnly. mrncd. and bolr1.:d the mh1..'r 
dir\.~ction. ih!lov .. 'cd by her l'\vo cubs. Even though th~ fltll 1.,.:·m~ounte1 bstetJ about J .5- 20 sl:cond~. 
I only Used approxirn::Jtcly hal r of the availahk 1..:nntt.:lll':i n r the u contnincr. rill' 
i.:·.an after the incidcnr, we h:mrm'.'.d 1h~it ;1s of that dme this v0n1s tin.: rnost pmJuc1 i.:vcr us\.'tl in a single 
al.tcrcatinn wirh a UfJAP product \\h1ch ul tht· time \vas tlK' only bear ;.;pray on thi.: marke1 
measuring a full 2~·~iCRf'. Attm:hcd is an nrtidc from th(' Bozeman Daily Ummidc that dc..'sl'rihc" 
rhc ennn1ntt'r in more Jctail. 

-n1c UDAP :;pray omraim:r I had v-nlh rm: on that \vas the 9.2 onnce; 260 gram can, 
\vhich at th!..! ti mt.: was the- large~t t•J1tH111wr U DA P nnnlt'. Tb~ lahd tll1 1hc L:irn ir1J1cawd tha1 H 

L'.Otnplctcly dtschargt:s ln 5.4 <.;cConds. lfrha1's, !he CHSL the L":;m of'hi;,•ar srray tlutl surdy my 
Ii fr dn1.•s not CVl'll meet. tfo: UiB(" rcL'umrncnJation for s-pn1 y Jumtiun_ Nl1twith~t1mdi11g that foL·t~ 
rhc LIDA P em \Va~ ahlc to pmducv 1n11hirk shuts of sprny amJ di~du1rge a sutfo:k:rH ~unnunr of 
product Ill an L'Xtn::mdy ;-:hort pt:riud uf timt: lo dt:It:f tho: atl~H.:k. \l~d1ich under t!1c C'Hidltlons f'lf my 

cm.:mmtcr -was exactly whJI the ;:.it11ation cnllc<l fbr. I know frnm pi:rsonal L'Xpcrknn: 
f~ciog a charging griLLJy that l t1t:l'<-h:J thi; product to .. !tout um uf thl' l~mL a..; quickly i1S pnssibk 
\'l·'lth 5llffkicnt vnlum1._• ~md pn..:'iSUn~ to O'Vcn-Pme the rurhuknt wind L:onJ1!1on.s prcst~nt :lt rhe time. 
With lJDAf''s q.2 oz can, not did I have sufficient product l11 three hur~t"' of 
-~tor the bear, but I also had suffh:icnt sprny kfr in the 1'\irt1aincr for pca1.-'C of 1nind 011 mv several 
mi k hike off the mounrain. 

To i:-:suc a lx:m·spray durntiun rccrn11111011da1irn1 tltttt irnpl\i..·s UDAP's rrodu...:t 1:-; nnt sufc or 
''"rt:commi:nJcd'' is nnt only <lisingem1ou~. i1 is rrn.:sponsthk UDAP SL:lls an lik·-saving 
product. :;ls likdy do the (•thcr bl'ar s.pn1y pwduccr:-.. ·1 r• stc..:cr the puhl11.: aw;1y from all bill nm1 

particuhir hear ~pray makes no ~L·nsc, 

r support UDAP'<; eff(11t:'. to rcnW\T the six-·sccon<l .'\pray Jurntion rc<;ommcnd:Hinn. The 
t:'\tcndcJ amount of frrnc tr rnay take for ;1 bear spray rrodtit.'t to dischargL' a \ l)IUmL· from 
lhl'. nm l.:icars no rntwnal rclanon='IHp tt1 1.Vl1t.:thcr the user L:~m discharge mulliple. be;:.1r·stopp1ng 
clouds nr vd1ether then: \vill ht: ~uflicienl pwduct lcfr aftn th1.: L"1wo1mk·r tn g1liln.1 LI n.·trnH to safr1 

ground. Tht'. nitical tomprnwnrs an: the n rating of the pnH.1111..·1, tntal volurni: :1v~u lable, an<l 
ho\V the ust:.."r deploys it 
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Please fot•l fn:l' to 0011ta~t me with any qucstwns or comments .. or if I may be of any further 
assistance-. 

S]ocen.:ly, 
1 

( 3 I 0) 499-8200 eel I 
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Bear spray helps fend off charge 

By JOAN HAINES - Chronicle Staff Writer Oct 7, 1999 

Tired of seeing surveys on articles? Become a subscriber! ~or j Subscribe 

Eric Burge has worked as a whitewater stunt man and is accustomed to living on the edge, but 

he said he came a little too close to the edge Wednesday. 

Burge, 40, had been looking for elk for a month this bowhunting season and hadn't shot one YE 

An experienced hunter, this was his first time out with a bow. He was in Tom Miner Basin 

Wednesday near Steamboat Mountain in a whitebark pine stand at 9,200 feet. 

He was dressed in camouflage and walking softly. He had seen grizzly scat in the area. He was 

alone. 

"I was stealthing into the wind," the Bozeman hunter said. He knew he was not following the 

safety rules for preventing encounters with bears. 

"I've been hunting and fishing all my life," Burge said. "I knew it was grizzly habitat. I knew a guy 

had been mauled at Black Butte Creek. I knew there were elk in the area. I was willing to take tr 

chance." 

George Terry Langley Jr. of Seattle was badly injured by a sow grizzly in Yellowstone National 

Park on Sept. 22. That sow was with two other grizzlies, probably cubs, that were about the sarr 

size as the sow. 

As Burge walked up a hill, he saw three grizzly bears come over a rise, possibly a sow with two 

cubs of similar size. They were only 40 to 45 yards away. 

6/14/2016 9:30 PM 
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The three grizzlies charged immediately until they were about 15 yards away from him. One 

bear continued toward him, head down, ears back. 

"I clicked into auto pilot," the hunter said. 

He sprayed the sow three times, first when she was 20 feet away, next at 15 feet and finally at 

about 10 feet. 

"She was trying to get around the cloud/' Burge said. "I was just hoping the spray worked as it 

was advertised." He had bought the largest size and strongest mixture of UDAP, a pepper spra) 

manufactured in Bozeman. 

At about 7 feet, the grizzly stopped. "I got her good in the face," he said. The sow bolted in the 

opposite direction, followed by the two other bears. 

"If I would have had a gun, I would have used it," said Burge, who had considered taking a gun 

on the hunt. However, he said, if he had shot at the bear and missed, he probably would have 

been attacked and injured. If he hadn't missed, the bear could have been killed. 

He estimated the entire encounter lasted 20 seconds. He used only about half of the spray's 

container. 

When the encounter was over, Burge was able to find an alternate three-mile route back to his 

truck with a Global Positioning System. 

Burge intends to go into the backcountry again soon. 

"I'm out there, but probably not in the same whitebark pine stand," he said. 

Grizzly bear specialist Kevin Frey of Bozeman, who works for the state Department of Fish, 

Wildlife and Parks, said because bowhunters are hunting quietly and since elk and bears use th 

same habitat, archers put themselves at higher risk. 

"About the only thing they can do is be very alert to their surroundings," he said. "Two sets of 

eyes are better than one." 

6/14/2016 9:30 PM 
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[U+2022]After the interview, he said he would meet with UDAP manufacturer, Mark Methany, 

who would measure how much spray would left and supply him with a new can. 

Commenting Change 

As of June 20, the Chronicle's website will cease using Facebook commenting. To leave comments after 
the change, you'll need to log in with your Chronicle account - the same one used to access your 
subscription. Non-subscribers can register for a free commenting account here. 

6/14/2016 9:30 PM 
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By Email: ellendavis@fs.(ed.us 

Jim Unsworth, Chair 
Matt Hogan, Co-Chair 
Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee 
200 East Broadway 
Missoula, MT 59802 

Re: Public Comment Supporting Withdrawal ofIGBC Bear Spray Duration Guideline 

Dear Director Unsworth and Deputy Hogan, 

I recently retired as the Executive Director of the Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks Foundation 
(Aka Montana's Outdoor Legacy Foundation) in which role I also served as the Trust Manager for the 
Montana Fish and Wildlife Conservation Trust. Prior to these roles I was the Executive Director of the 
Boone and Crockett Club, a position I accepted after 32 years at Washington State University as a senior 
administrator and faculty member. I have been an avid outdoorsman/hunter-conservationist all of my 
life and have held leadership roles with conservation organizations including the Boone and Crockett 
Club, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation and I was one of the founders of the Mule Deer Foundation. I am 
submitting this letter to support UDAP's request that the IGBC withdraw its six-second bear spray 
duration recommendation. The recommendation has no scientific basis, is not the result of empirical 
testing and discourages users from purchasing and using effective, EPA-registered bear spray products, 
such as UDAP. The IGBC's six-second spray duration requirement implies that bear sprays which 
discharge faster than six seconds are somehow less safe or not as effective at deterring a bear attack. In 
my experience this is simply not true. 

My experience with grizzly bears dates back to 1982 when I made my first unguided hunt for 
Alaska brown bears near Cold Bay, Alaska, with my brother who is an Alaska resident. Alaska game 
laws permit nonresident hunters who are within the second degree of kindred to hunt grizzly bears, 
sheep and goats without a professional guide. Subsequent to that trip I have made 7 different trips to 
Alaska hunting brown bear and Dall's sheep with my brother. In 2002 I had an Alaska Assistant Guide 
license and guided clients hunting brown bear near Cold Bay, Alaska, with my brother. In addition to 
my Alaskan experiences with both inland grizzlies and coastal brown bears, I have had almost annual 
experiences with grizzly bears while hunting in Montana over the past 15 years. 

Until I moved to Montana I had no experience with bear spray and knew little about its 
effectiveness or use. My attitude, like most hunters, at that time was that bear spray was for tourists and 
was no substitute for an adequate big game rifle or 12 gauge shotgun with #4 buckshot and slugs. 

I first became aware of bear spray when Chuck Bartlebaugh, who was with the Center for 
Wildlife Information, contacted me seeking support from the Boone and Crockett Club for an initiative 
he was developing with Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf as a spokesperson for grizzly bear recovery. 
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During that conversation and subsequent conversations Chuck was a strong advocate for the use of bear 
spray as a deterrent for repelling aggressive grizzlies. Conversations with Chuck piqued my interest and 
I began seeking information about the product. Chuck was adamant about the "six second" discharge 
time related to bear spray, and as a result I was led to believe that the Counter Assault product was the 
only reliable and effective bear spray product available. At the same time I was also led to believe that 
UDAP bear spray was not effective because of the "six second rule" and thus, was an inferior product. 

Throughout my career(s) I have worked on conservation projects with more than 20 different 
state and federal agencies and conservation organizations. I understand the desire to protect and 
enhance Montana lands for conservation and public access and the need to keep the public educated, 
especially when it comes to grizzly bears. Having the "right stuff' is a key to being safe year after year 
in the back country, but in my view, being competent in the use of bear spray and following the basic 
tenants of the Be Bear Aware program are much more important than whether the bear spray you may 
be carrying sprays for 4, 6 or 10 seconds. 

Since I spend a lot of time hunting and horse packing in the backcountry I encounter many 
different people who may or may not be carrying bear spray. Whenever I meet a stranger with a can (or 
two) and often a pistol on their hip in the backcountry I nearly always ask them if they have ever 
practiced with the bear spray. Invariably their answer is ''No." Bear attacks are sudden and usually 
unanticipated, requiring almost reflex action in discharging bear spray. The fact of the matter is that it 
makes no difference whether the duration of the discharge of the bear spray is 5 seconds, 6 seconds or 
whatever. If you don't know how to use it in an emergency it is essentially useless. IGBC's six-second 
spray duration requirement makes little difference in situation like this. To me it makes more sense to 
educate people about the need to practice with and become proficient with using bear spray rather than 
focusing upon how long it takes the spray canister to discharge. 

On the other hand, I use commercial bear resistant food containers and have made my own bear 
resistant panniers for horse packing. In order for the panniers which I made to be certified for use in 
USPS areas requiring bear resistant food containers, the USPS Missoula Technical Development Center 
tested and certified them to insure they met the minimum design and structural standards. The testing 
methodology used involved impact-testing machines that closely simulate the pressure a bear can exert 
on a container. They had specific devices for testing the strength and design of such panniers as well as 
other food containers. These tests are based upon IGBC guidelines which are specific and measurable 
when it comes to wall strength, seams, etc. The difference between the IGBC food container guidelines 
(garbage containers as well) and the bear spray guidelines is that the food containers/and garbage 
containers are actually tested with grizzly bears to make sure the bears cannot open them. As far as I am 
aware, no such tests have been performed with bear spray to determine if, in fact, a minimum of a 6 
second discharge time is required to deter a grizzly bear from attacking. 

The conservation organizations I have worked with have all supported the IGBC's vision of 
recovering grizzly bears in Montana. I have helped raise significant funding for Montana PWP's 
Grizzly Bear Augmentation project as well as its grizzly bear management and recovery efforts over the 
past 8 years. I have also presented to the public on these projects as well as general "safe practices" for 
hunting and horse packing in the grizzly country. I understand and support the need for professionals to 
manage the grizzly bear population. 
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The IGBC food storage container guidelines are enforced by the Forest Service and are based 
upon empirical as well as structural testing. However, the bear spray guidelines were developed in some 
manner other than empirical testing. Bear spray products are registered with the EPA, so when it comes 
to developing bear spray product guidelines for deterring a grizzly bear attack it seems to me that these 
guidelines should be promulgated by only after empirical testing and administered by the EPA. 

In my view, as an experienced hunter, the IGBC recommending a .375 Ruger Magnum rifle over 
a .375 Weatherby, or a 30-06 is akin to recommending one bear spray over another simply because one 
sprays for 6 seconds instead of 5 seconds. Any of these rifles with proper ammunition will kill a bear 
just as fast and just as dead as the other, if one knows how to use the rifle properly. The same holds true 
with both Counter Assault and UDAP bear sprays. 

In sum, I do not believe that the IGBC should deter the public from purchasing one bear spray 
over another when the products available on the market have all met the EPA criteria. To issue a bear 
spray duration recommendation that implies UDAP' s product is not safe or "recommended" is not only 
disingenuous, it is unethical and irresponsible. UDAP sells an effective, life-saving product, as likely do 
the other bear spray producers, and to steer the public away from all but one particular bear spray makes 
no sense. 

Whether you're hunting or hiking, bear spray is essential in grizzly country and I always keep 
bear spray attached to my day pack where I can get to it in an emergency. Having used both Counter 
Assault and UDAP, I prefer UDAP ..... but that is not to say that Counter Assault products are not 
effective. I use and am a strong advocate of the Counter Assault Pentagon electric bear fence. 

I support UDAP's efforts to remove the six-second spray duration recommendation. The amount 
of time it takes for bear spray product to come out of the can bears no rational relationship to whether 
the user can fire multiple or bear-stopping shots. The critical components are the volume of product in 
the can and how the user deploys it. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or if I can be of any further assistance. 

Sincerely, 

George Bettas 
gbettas@gmail.com 
( 406)360-5976 
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June 15, 2016 

Jim Unsworth, Chair 
Matt Hogan, Co-Chair 
Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee 
200 East Broadway 
Missoula, MT 59802 

Re: Public Comment Supporting Withdrawal ofIGBC Bear Spray Duration Guideline 

Dear Director Unsworth and Deputy Hogan, 

I am the Vice President of Operations for SABRE - Security Equipment Corporation. We 
manufacture and distribute Frontiersman Bear Attack Deterrent, an EPA-registered bear spray. I am 
submitting this letter to support UDAP's request that the IGBC withdraw its six-second bear spray 
duration guideline. The recommendation lacks scientific basis and discourages users from purchasing 
and using safe, effective, EPA-registered bear spray products, such as Frontiersman. The IGBC's 
six-second spray duration requirement implies that bear sprays which discharge faster than six 
seconds are not safe and effective at deterring a bear attack. The IGBC's six-second guideline is leads 
to confusion in the marketplace, and does not benefit the safety of the public or the conservation of 
bears. 

We manufacture Frontiersman in two sizes (7.9 oz and 9.2 oz) and both discharge a full can 
of spray in approximately five seconds, which is why the IGBC's six-second recommendation is a 
serious concern. Frontiersman bear spray uses a duel-propellant delivery system specifically 
designed to deploy spray quickly to reach and stop an aggressive bear. We pride ourselves in 
Frontiersman's ability to deliver the formula quickly so the product can quickly create a protective 
barrier of capsaicin. Bears can charge at a rate of 50 feet per second, necessitating the fast and 
effective delivery of bear spray. Frontiersman's powerful and fast delivery system allows the user to 
deploy multiple bursts or shots of spray per can, which is important for multiple bear scenarios, 
repeated charges, and for retaining spray for the hike out. Notwithstanding the IGBC's six-second 
duration guideline, Frontiersman is a safe and effective bear spray and there is no demonstrable 
evidence to the contrary. 

The IGBC's six-second guideline appears to promote the one bear spray company (Counter 
Assault) that has historically produced the only bear spray cans deploying spray slower than six 
seconds. There is no scientific literature or peer-reviewed research stating that a can with a six-second 
spray time is safer or more effective than a similar can with a four- or five-second spray time. IGBC's 
stated justification that six seconds of spray is necessary to compensate for multiple bears, wind, zig
zagging or circling bears, repeated charges, or reserve for the hike out is misguided. All of these 
scenarios can be compensated for in the way a user discharges a faster deploying bear spray. 

747 Sun Park Drive 
Fenton, MO 63026 

(636) 343-0200 
(800) 325-9568 

(636) 343-1318 Fax 

E-Mail: info@sabrered.com 
www.sabrered.com 



The IGBC bear spray guidelines cause confusion to retailers, distributors, and end users. A 
bear spray competitor has developed a comparative chart based on IGBC guidelines which it uses as 
a marketing tool. The chart implies that our products and those ofUDAP do not meet guidelines and 
are, therefore, unsafe or even dangerous. The IGBC's recommendations are being used as a 
marketing tool that has the potential to confuse and mislead the public and cause economic and 
reputational harm to those bear spray companies not meeting the six-second spray duration guideline. 

For the above reasons, I support UDAP's position to remove the six-second spray duration 
recommendation. 

If you have any questions or require anything further, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sin~:~, !/ 

~-=/'1-rr---

Robert Nance 
V. P. of Operations 

747 Sun Park Drive 
Fenton, MO 63026 

(636) 343-0200 
(800) 325-9568 

(636) 343-1318 Fax 

E-Mail: info@sabrered.com 
www .sabrered.com 



715 North Rouse, Bozeman, Montana 597151406-224-5367 
sall bearaware.com www.bearaware.com 

Jim Unsworth, Chair 
Mart Hogan, Co-Chair 
lnteragency Grizzly Bear Committee 
200 East Broadway 
Missoula. MT 59802 

June 1 2016 

Re: Public Comment Supporting Withdrawal of IGBC 

Dear Director Unsworth and Deputy Hogan~ 

I am the owner of Bear A ware, LLC, the bear spray 
Park (0 YNP"). I started my company in response to the 
YNP. Following those attacks,, it was learned only 14% 
the Midwest.I understood the misguided mindset 
spray,. for it is considered costly by most and cannot 
safe,. effective~ and affordable bear spray available to oar·kcv'iS'.i1LQ~i~ 
support UDAP's request that the lGBC withdraw its s1x;.se•::ona tlf8ar 
because it is confusing as to what constitutes a safe 
the unintended consequence reducing the number 

Bear Aware. LLC proudly 
exclusive and deterrent 

for my personal use. When starting my.,.._ ... ,, ..... "''"""' 
which I would offer to park visitors. I chose 
amount a thick, protective 

which helps "'"" ... "' ... 0 ""'"'•
4 



Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee 
June 15. 2016 
Page 1\vo 

products. On each occasion~ I asked the visitor what chart they were talking about, for rct 
anything like it. They said they'd seen it '"somewhereu or "'in an advertisement"' but said 
vvas from a government agency. I again assured ~he visitors UDAP Pepper Power is an1l"irove{i:"••·.···•· 
and has been used to stop bear attacks. 

None of those visitors rented rm unsure if they 
generaJ inquiries week. However. possible 
back country without bear spray due to their co11cerns 

Since 2011 worked tirelessly to bring bear spray rentals to 
about providing people affordable access to safe and effective be~ 
customers reported they would have hiked without bear spray 
the park's current Bear Doesn't Care,'' celebrity campaign encouraging ... .:lo ............. 

43% of our customers this season repm1ed likewise. Needless to 
visitors may forego carrying spray altogether because they saw chart sorne1wnere~~

must shoot a certain duration. 

UDAP Pepper Power is EPA-approved and is proven to deter 
support UDAWs position to remove the six-second spray duration rec:onui1c~nt:latiQl1 
confusion as to whether UDAP is effective. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
further~ please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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Pesticide Registration (PR Notice) Notice 2002-1 

NOTICE TO MANUFACTURERS, FORMULATORS, PRODUCERS, REGISTRANTS 
AND APPLICATORS OF PESTICIDE PRODUCTS 

ATTENTION: Persons Responsible for Public Health Programs and Those Responsible for 
Registration of Pesticide Products 

SUBJECT: List of Pests of Significant Public Health Importance 

This notice identifies pests of significant public health importance. Section 28( d) of the 
Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) requires the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in coordination with the United States Department of 
Health and Human Services (HHS) and United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), to 
identify pests of significant public health importance and, in coordination with the Public Health 
Service, to develop and implement programs to improve and facilitate the safe and necessary use 
of chemical, biological and other methods to combat and control such pests of public health 
importance. Issuance of this list fulfills the requirement ofFIFRA sec. 28(d) to identify pests of 
significant public health importance as a part of this process. 

The publication of this list does not affect the regulatory status of any registration or 
application for registration of any pesticide product. This list does not, by itself, determine 
whether a pesticide product might be considered a "public health pesticide" as that term is used in 
FIFRA. That term, is defined in FIFRA section 2(nn); determining whether a pesticide is a public 
health pesticide is beyond the scope of this PR Notice. 

Compilation of this list was a cooperative effort by the HHS, USDA and the EPA. The 
Office of Pesticide Programs, EPA, coordinated the review by experts in public health and/or 
pesticide use patterns to compile this list. No person is required to take any action in response to 
this notice. 

The Agency has determined that the list of pests of significant public health importance 
required under FIFRA section 28(d) can be established independently of the definition of"public 
health pesticide" in Section 2(nn). EPA is interpreting the term "significant public health 
importance" broadly, to include pests that pose a widely recognized risk to significant numbers of 
people. This amended list addresses the majority of comments received and also provides a 
mechanism for all interested parties to engage further on this topic. 
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I. BACKGROUND 

FIFRA section 28( d) charges EPA with identifying "pests of significant public health 
importance." FIFRA section 2(t) defines the term "pest" as meaning: 

(1) any insect, rodent, nematode, fungus, weed, or (2) any other form of terrestrial 
or aquatic plant or animal life or virus, bacteria, or other micro-organism (except 
viruses, bacteria, or other micro-organism on or in living man or other living 
animals) which the Administrator declares to be a pest under section 25(c)(l). 

Pursuant to the authorization in the second part of this definition, EPA has broadly declared the 
term pest to cover each of the organisms mentioned except for the organisms specifically 
excluded by the definition (See 40 CFR 152.5). 

II. THE LIST 

EPA has determined that the pests identified in Appendix A are pests of significant public 
health importance as that term is used in FIFRA section 28( d). This list is derived in large part 
from review of the pesticide/pest combinations for which efficacy (product performance) data are 
generally required to be submitted and reviewed prior to registration. In no way should this be 
interpreted to mean that EPA has or would base any regulatory action solely on this list. EPA is 
publishing this list separate from any statutory or regulatory conclusions which may be associated 
with public health pesticides. 

A brief description of the identified pests or category of pests and an explanation for 
designating each as a public health pest is provided below: 

Cockroaches. The listed cockroaches are controlled to halt the spread of asthma, allergy, 
and food contamination. 

Body, head, and crab lice. These lice are surveyed for and controlled to prevent the 
spread of skin irritation and rashes, and to prevent the occurrence of louse-borne diseases such as 
epidemic typhus, trench fever, and epidemic relapsing fever in the United States. 

Mosquitoes. Mosquitoes are controlled to prevent the spread of mosquitoes bearing such 
diseases as malaria; St. Louis, Eastern, Western, West Nile and LaCrosse encephalitis; yellow 
fever and dengue fever. 

Various rats and mice. The listed rats and mice include those which are controlled to 
prevent the spread of rodent-borne diseases and contamination of food for human consumption. 

Various microorganisms, including bacteria, viruses, and protozoans. The listed 
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microorganisms are the subject of control programs by public health agencies and hospitals for the 
purpose of preventing the spread of numerous diseases. 

Reptiles and birds. The listed organisms are controlled to prevent the spread of disease 
and the prevention of direct injury. 

Various mammals. The listed organisms have the potential for direct human injury and 
can act as disease reservoirs (i.e., rabies, etc.). 

EPA, HHS and USDA do not envision that this list of pests of significant public health 
importance will remain static. It is possible in the future, as there are new discoveries concerning 
the roles of species in spreading disease, that this list may need to be changed. Should any 
additional species be found to present public health problems, EPA may determine that it should 
consider them to be pests of significant public health importance under FIFRA Section 28 ( d). As 
deemed necessary, the Agency will update the list of pests of significant public health importance. 
Interested parties are invited to petition the Agency regarding the amendment of this list. This 
petition should include the common use name and scientific name of the pest, and a rationale 
regarding the public health threat posed by this pest. These petitions can be sent to the contact 
under Part VI. For Additional Information. 

III. USE OF THE LIST OF PESTS OF SIGNIFICANT PUBLIC HEALTH 
IMPORTANCE LIST BY THE AGENCY 

The Agency will use the list of pests of significant public health importance to: 

I. Fulfill the requirements set forth in FIFRA Section 28( d) 

2. Together with the Public Health Service, develop and implement programs to improve 
and facilitate the safe and necessary use of chemical, biological and other methods to control pests 
of public health importance. 

V. WHAT REGISTRANTS SHOULD DO 

Registrants do not need to do anything in response to this notice. 

VI. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

If you have questions regarding this PR Notice, contact: 

Kevin Sweeney 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (7505C) 
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Washington, DC 20460 
phone: (703) 305-5063 
fax: (703) 305-6596 
e-mail: sweeney.kevin@epa.gov 

or 

Robyn Rose 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (7505C) 
Washington, DC 20460 
phone: (703) 308-9581 
fax: (703) 308-7026 
e-mail: rose.robyn@epa.gov 

Signed: _________ _ 
Marcia E. Mulkey, Director 
Office of Pesticide Programs, (7501C) 
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Chipmunks Buildings (indoor and disease, human safety 
(Tamias striatus, outdoor areas) where 
Eutamias spp.) droppings and/or 

ectoparasites may 
accumulate. Areas where 
damage to a building or any 
of its components presents a 
hazard to humans. 

Wood rats Any site where this pest is disease 
(Nematoma spp.) found that presents a 

hazard or threat of direct 
injury to humans 

Bears (U rsus spp.) Any site where an attack on direct injury 
humans may occur. only repellents are 

registered for their control 

Raccoon (Procyon Iotor) Any site where an attack on direct injury, 
humans may occur. Areas rabies reservoir 
where damage to a building 
or any of its components 
presents a hazard to 
humans. Any site where 
this pest is found that 
presents a hazard or threat 
of direct injury to humans 

Gray wolf (Canis lupus) Any site where an attack on direct injury, disease 
humans may occur. Control methods employed 

by State and Federal 
Biologists. 

Foxes Any site where an attack on direct injury, disease 
(Vulpes vulpes, Urocyon humans may occur. rabies reservoir 
cinereoargenteus, Control methods employed 
Alopex Iago pus) by State and Federal 

biologists. 

I COMMON/SPECIES 

II 
SITE CLASS I PUBLIC HEAL TH 

NAME IMPORTANCE 
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Carry Bear Spray - Know How t... X \ + 

'L• Q https:i/www.nps.gov/ qrte./ planyourvrsit/ bea r_:; pra'i·htm ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-;~~~~!I ~ glaci~nationalpa~bearspray ~1 -(;r 1 ie ~ • if e ~ ... 

Carry Bear Spray - Know How to Use It 

Bear spray has proven to be an effective, non-lethal, bear deterrent capable of stopping aQ<gressive behavior in bears_ The proper use of 
bear spray will reduce human injuries caused by bears as well as the number of g_r1zzly bears killed in self defense. When carrying bear 

spray, it is important that you select an EPA approved product that is specifically designed to stop aggressive behavior from bears. 
Persona[ defense, jogger defense, and law enforcement or military defense spray's may not contain the correct active ingredrents or have 
the proper delivery system to divert or stop a charging or attacking bear. 

Selecting A Proper Bear Spray 

• Afl bear sprays must be registered with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Only use bear spray products that clearly state ''for 

deterring attacks by bears_" The EPA registration number is displayed on the front !abel. 

• EPA registered bear sprays, have an active ingredient, clearly shown on the label, of 1 % to 2% Cap-saicin and related Capsaicinoids. 

This active ingredient is what affects the bear's eyes, nose, mouth, throat, and lungs_ 

• EPA registered bear sprays have a minimum duration of at least 6 seconds or more to compensate for multiple bears; wind; bears that 

may zigzag, circle, or charge multiple times; and for the hike out after you have stopped a charging bear. 

• EPA registered bear sprays shoot a minimum distance of 25 feet or more to reach the bear at a distance sufficient for the bear to react 

to effects of the active ingredients in time to divert or stop the bear's charge and give the bear time to retreat 

• EPA registered bear sprays have a minimum content of 7 .6 oz or 215 grams_ 

• Visitors in bear country should carry a can of bear spray in a quickly accesstble fashion. Bear spl'.ay should also be readily available in 

the sleeping, cooking , and toilet areas of backcountry camps_ 

• Be sure the expiration date on your bear spray is current 

Safety Tips 

• Make sure you are carrying EPA approved Bear Spray as your bear deterrent, don't depend on personal defense products to stop a 

Bear 
Spray 

To Deter Bears from 
Attacking Humans 

NOT FOR USE ON HUMANS 

DO NOT SEEK OUT ENCOUNTERS 
WITirl BEARS. THIS PRODUCT IS A 
DEAR l\TT1\CK DETERRENT WH:lot 

MJ\Y PROTECT USERS IN SOME 
UNEXPECTED CONFRONTATIONS 
Wil li BEARS BUT MAY NO't BE 

EFFECTlVE lN All SffUAIIONS OR 
PREVENT All 1.NJURIES. 
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Selecting Proper Bear Spray 



Carry bear spray. Bear spray works, know how to use it. 

NPS/Harl'ington 

Bear spray has proven to be an effective, non-lethal, bear deterrent capable of stopping aggressive behavior in bears. The 

proper use of bear spray will reduce human injuries caused by bears as well as the number of grizzly bears killed in self 

defense. When carrying bear spray, it is important that you select an EPA approved product that is specifically designed to 

stop aggressive behavior from bears. Personal defense, jogger defense, and law enforcement or military defense spray's may 

not contain the correct active ingredients or have the proper delivery system to divert or stop a charging or attacking bear. 

Selecting A Proper Bear Spray 

• All bear sprays must be registered with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Only use bear spray products 

that clearly state "for deterring attacks by bears." The EPA registration number is displayed on the front label. 

• EPA registered bear sprays, have an active ingredient, clearly shown on the label, of 1% to 2% Capsaicin and related 

Capsaicinoids. This active ingredient is what affects the bear's eyes, nose, mouth, throat, and lungs. 

• EPA registered bear sprays have a minimum duration of at least 6 seconds or more to compensate for multiple bears; 

wind; bears that may zigzag, circle, or charge multiple times; and for the hike out after you have stopped a charging 

bear. 

• EPA registered bear sprays shoot a minimum distance of 25 feet or more to reach the bear at a distance sufficient for 

the bear to react to effects of the active ingredients in time to dive11 or stop the bear' s charge and give the bear time 

to retreat. 

• EPA registered bear sprays have a minimum content of 7.6 oz or 215 grams. 

• Visitors in bear country should carry a can of bear spray in a quickly accessible fashion. Bear spray should also be 

readily available in the sleeping, cooking, and toilet areas ofbackcountry camps. 

• Be sure the expiration date on your bear spray is cunent. 

Safety Tip 

• Make sure you are carrying EPA approved Bear Spray as your bear deterrent, don't depend on personal defense 

products to stop a charging bear. 
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IGBC YELLO\VSTONE ECOSYSTEM SUBCOMMITTEE 
BEAR SPRAY POSITION PAPER 

Grizzly bears appear to be increasing in number, and evidence suggests their distribution 
across the Yel1owstone ecosystem is expanding. Hmnan use of this same area is also on the 
rise. Consequently, the likelihood of bear/hmnan encounters has grown. There is no 
substitute for taking the appropriate precautions to avoid conflicts with grizzly bears, 
including proper food storage and garbage disposal, proper care and attentiveness when 
hw1ting or retrieving game carcasses, and following recommended strategies when a grizzly 
bear is encountered. However, regardless of precautions taken, bear attacks will 
occasionally occur. 

Hunter/grizzly bear conflicts in the Yellowstone Ecosystem are currently the most 
problematic. HW1ters generally move quietly and stealthily while stalking big game and are 
carrying fireanns. Also, hlli1ters and bears share an interest in retrieving dead or wmmded 
game animals. Thus, conflicts between hunters and grizzly bears are usually surprise 
encounters at close range. These situations can result in a hunter being mauled and a bear 
being killed or wounded. Close encounters between bears and backcountry recreationists, 
where firearms are not used, are less likely to result in injury or death of the human or the 
bear. Shooting a bear can escalate the seriousness of the attack. 

For defense during an attack, the Yellowstone Ecosystem Subcommittee of the Interagency 
Grizzly Bear Committee strongly recommends the use of pepper spray specifically produced 
as bear deterrent. Bear spray has shown to be very effective in deterring grizzly bears, and 
the subcommittee encourages all individuals to carry it readily available while in occupied 
grizzly habitat. Further, the subcommittee recommends the use of recognized brands, using 
the largest size available containing 1.3 to 1.8% oleoresin capsicum with a spray range of at 
least 25 feet. Bear spray should be used solely for self defense and should never be sprayed 
on equipment or around campsites in an attempt to use it as a repellent. Bear spray is 
intended as an air borne defense to be sprayed at a threatening predator. In some 
cases, if used improperly as a repellent, it may act as an attractant. When properly used, 
bear spray is safe, effective, and will not attract bears. 

Use the largest size available to provide additional spray which may be needed in the 
following situations: 

• Windy, rainy or cold days 
• A highlY. rotective mother bear 
• More than one bear (a mother with cubs) 

• A bear with a fresh kill or repeated attacks 
• A long hike out may require more spray 

No deterrent is 100% effective, but compared to all others, including fireanns, bear spray 
has demonstrated the most success in fending off threatening and attacking bears and 
preventing injury to the person and animal involved. The proper use of bear spray will 
reduce the number of grizzly bears killed in self defense and help promote the recovery and 
survival of the grizzly bear in the Yellowstone Ecosystem. 



( Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee 
Winter Meeting Minutes 

December 11, 2007 
Holiday Inn, Downtown at the Park 

Missoula, MT 

Welcome & Introductions: The IGBC Chairman, Chris Smith, opened the meeting and welcomed 
everyone. Chris's two-year term as IGBC Chairman ended at the conclusion of the meeting and a 
new chair and vice chair will be elected. Members attending the meeting included the following: 

Tom Tidwell, Bob Vaught, Janet Wise, Mike Stewart, Tony Hamilton, Jay Slack, Dave Brittell, Harv 
Forsgren, Jim Unsworth, Jeff Kershner, Gene Terland, 

IGBC Executive Assistant Ellen Davis and IGBC Advisors Chris Servheen, and Jim Claar, and IGBC I&E 
Subcommittee Chair Doug Zimmer were also present. 

Former Executive Committee Members Jack Troyer and Mitch King were recognized for their 
outstanding service and participation with the IGBC. 

ACTION ITEMS: (Note: Additional discussion & details on action items addressed in topics 
below). 

• Ellen Davis will work with Tony Hamilton to draft a letter from the IGBC executive committee 
to the Minister of British Columbia for continued support of the grizzly bear augmentation 
program on the Canadian side of the border. The letter will be circulated to the IGBC executive 
committee for edits and comments before finalized and signed by the new IGBC Chair. 

• Tom Tidwell & Jim Claar will check with the Forestry Science Lab here in Missoula to see if 
they would be willing to do research on bear spray standards and criteria. 

• Jim Claar will chair a task group of agency members and bear management specialists to 
review the need for IGBC guidelines for bear spray in view of the current EPA regulations 
currently in place. The task force will present a report of findings and make recommendations 
to the IGBC executive committee by March 1, 2008. Agency members are to submit names of 
task force participants to Jim Claar ASAP. 

• The IGBC I&E Subcommittee (Doug Zimmer et al) will make sure that IGBC publications 
do not imply an endorsement for any specific brand of bear spray. This will include review of 
current materials on hand and any actions necessary to resolve the concerns raised by UDAP 
(Pepper Power regarding the current materials 

• Ellen Davis & Larry Timchak will work together to identify dates for the next winter IGBC 
meeting that coincide with dates the Discovery Center is open. A field trip to the Discovery 
Center would be part of the IGBC meeting. The IGBC executive committee agreed to a 1-day 
white bark pine workshop in conjunction with the next winter IGBC meeting as well as a site 
visit to the Discovery Center. The meeting will be held in the Greater Yellowstone Area. Larry 
will get back to Ellen by the end of January with proposed dates. Ellen will circulate the date 
options to the executive committee for a decision. 



as necessary, to refine the areas where grizzly bear recovery will continue. After this presentation, 
Tony Hamilton, B.C. Ministry of Environment, voiced concern that if the NCDE was to be delisted in 
some future scenario, it might take away current emphasis on recovery in other ecosystems, 
specifically in the nearby Cabinet-Yaak (which may have similar genetics). Tony emphasized that it 
was very important that recovery efforts should continue in all ecosystems after all the effort that has 
been expended to date. 

Bear Spray Guidelines Issue: 

Aerosol spray containing derivatives of capsaicin, initially developed for law enforcement or self
defense against assault by a human, was identified as a potential tool for deterrence of attacks by 
bears in the 1980's. Several manufacturers began marketing "bear spray" by the mid to late 1990's. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) adopted regulatory standards for, and began to register 
bear pepper spray. In addition, the IGBC tasked a group of agency staff and other interested parties to 
develop guidelines for bear pepper spray to help consumers make informed choices regarding use of 
pepper spray to deter bears. Based on the recommendations of the working group, the IGBC adopted 
recommendations related to the percentage of capsaicin and related capsaicinoids, duration of spray, 
distance, etc. (see IGBC recommendations). The IGBC recommendations differ from the EPA standards 
in two ways: the recommendations call for duration of 6 seconds and distance of 25 feet, while the EPA 
standards do not address duration or distance. 

At present, EPA lists Counter Assault Bear Deterrent, EPA Reg No. 55541-2, Guard Alaska Bear 
Repellent, EPA Reg, No. 71545-1, UDAP Pepper Power, EPA Reg. No. 72007-1, and Frontiersman Bear 
Attack Deterrent, EPA Reg No. 72265-1. 

In addition to these four products, EPA allows "distributor products" that are identical to the above 
products but have a different name, address, and an additional number to the registration number. 

EPA has no data in its files to show that the difference in the products (such as amount of active spray, 
distance, and time to empty can) affect product effectiveness. 

UDAP has questioned the need for, or value of, the IGBC_ recommendations, and objects to the 
apparent endorsement of one brand of pepper spray in IGBC-produced materials. In addition, this 
manufacturer has alleged there is a conflict of interest related to CWI's involvement in development of 
the IGBC recommendations and publications that reference Counter Assault. The same manufacturer 
has requested that the IGBC formally review its recommendations and defer to EPA's regulation of bear 
pepper spray, notify the media and public of the change in IGBC recommendations and ensure that all 
materials and communication distributed or produced by or for the IGBC are free of overt or implied 
endorsement of any one EPA-approved product over others. 

Action Item: The IGBC appointed a task group of member agency bear specialists to 
review the need for IGBC guidelines for bear spray in view of EPA's entry into regulation of 
this product, and that the I&E subcommittee take the lead for ensuring that all IGBC 
information materials produced or distributed by or for the IGBC, including the IGBC 
website, from this day forward do not convey any message or image that could be 
construed as an endorsement of any single brand of EPA-approved bear spray. 

Yellowstone Grizzly Bear Coordination Committee - Larrv Timchak 

Major Accomplishments: 



Doug, 

After review of your e-mail and subsequent discussions with my staff, I do 
not see any ethics violations in anything the IGBC has done. However, I 
would like to make a few suggestions for the future based on appearance 
issues. One, any further materials which are produced for the IGBC should 
limit the logos and names of organizations listed in the materials, to the 
members of the IGBC and the organization which has done the production. I 
would recommend that if the IGBC continues to use CWI for its publications 
and other materials, that CWI only include the organizations within the 
IGBC and the CWI logo and do not include organizations which are aligned 
with CWI but not necessarily with the IGBC. Secondly, I would make sure 
that any further materials produced with a picture of bear spray on it 
continue to not show the full commercial label of the manufacturer of the 
spray. I hope this helps, and please contact me if you have any further 
questions or concerns. 

Matt 

Matthew J. Costello 
Ethics Specialist 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C ST NW Room 4356 
Washington, DC 20240 
(202) 208-4110 

Douglas_Zimmer@fw 
s.gov 

01/08/2008 03:39 
PM 

To 
Matthew J Costello/PEL/OS/DOI@DOI 

cc 
edavis@fs.fed.us 

Subject 
Inter-agency Grizzly Bear Committee 
question 

This is a little out of our box but I'm hoping you maybe able to help. 

I serve as the Chair of the Information & Education subcommittee of the 
Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee, the inter-agency state/federal 
organization tasked with coordinating grizzly bear recovery in the lower 48 
United States. Principal members include the USFWS, USFS, NPS, USGS, BLM 
and the wildlife agencies of the states where grizzlies occur, Washington, 



Information & Education Subcommittee - IGBC Online 

Bear Aware Education Trailer, Yellowstone Ecosystem 

IGBC Information & Education Subcommittee 

Yellowstone Ecosystem 

• Gregg Losinski (Chair) Idaho Department of Fish and Game 

Se/kirk!Cabinet-Yaak Ecosystem 

• Kim Annis Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks 

Bitterroot Ecosystem 

• Tod McKay Bitterroot National Forest 

Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem 

• Laurie Wolf Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks 

http://igbconline.org/inform-education-subcommittee/[6/15/2016 9:31 :56 PM] 



Materials for Educators - IGBC Online 

"Staying Safe Around Bears" Coloring & 
Activity Booklet-Print Your Own 

In 2015, the IGBC sponsored the development of "Staying 

Safe Around Bears," a coloring and activity book that 

encourages children to behave safely around grizzly bears 

and black bears. Please click one of the links below to review 

a copy of the 16-page booklet. 

Print copies from home or download to your computer! 

• PDF for printing a booklet with a color cover 

• PDF for printing a black and white booklet 

Please note that 11112" X 14" paper is required and 

you'll need to fold and staple the booklet. Coloring Book Front 

Grizzly Population Lesson Plan for Grades 9-

http://igbconline.org/for-educators/[ 6/15/2016 9:27 :23 PM] 



Materials for Educators - IGBC Online 

"Providing objective information and data and encouraging students to explore 

( tough questions is important to their learning," concluded Dr. Reynolds-Hogland. 

'Today's high school students will be tomorrow's decision-makers. We need them to 

develop critical thinking skills and appreciate the value of science." 

( 

Bear Aware Safety Education Trailer on the 
Road in Southwestern Montana 

A new bear aware trailer hit the road recently in the southwestern region of Montana. The 

educational trailer promotes how to properly manage potential food attractants and how to 

recreate safely in bear country. 

'This is a rewarding project for Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks," said Laurie Evarts, the 

http://igbconline.org/for-educators/[ 6/15/2016 9:27 :23 PM] 



Center for Wildlife Information 

Bear Spray Educational Products 

DVD Educational Card 4x9 

8 Page Brochure 

Educational Poster l lxl 7 Read the Label Poster 11x17 

Bear spray educational materials are available for youth groups, hunter ED classes, staff training, workshops and community bear avoidance events. 

For more information you can go to IGBConline.org or BeBear Aware.org. 



~ Bear Safety - IGBC Online X + 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

( +FT· igbconline.org/ bea r-safety/ IO e 11 0.. Seorcl1 'f:! 1 63 ~ .... 1t e ~ .... 

Use bear-resistant containers: A goocl met1-1od for storing food and other odorous items tl1at attract bears. 

U1ese containers can be purchased or rentecl from outdoor shops. Coolers. backpacks. wooden boxes. and 

ents are NOT bear resistant! 

Be alert: Learn to recognize and watch for signs of bears in the area. like tracks. scat. anci diggings. Use 

binoculars to scan the areas ahead. Bears often use the same trails hikers do. and are attracted to sources 

of food like ben-ies patches or carcasses. 

c'-:::-eio r 

Websites with Grizzly Bear Safety Tips 

There is a Lot of valuable information on the internet about how to Live peacefully w itl1 bears and be safe in 

bear country. While we do not officially maintain or endorse any of these websites. we have noted the 

addresses below for your information on ways of liv ing safely with bears 

• ~3.:~Jj_§;_~:r..-.·Aw.~.'f.§;_·::.-.c..~.6.t~i.J9.r..:sxz.ikrn.t~:.J.o.t9..6ii"~£.r.9.a 
• Your Safety in Bear Country. Yellowstone National Park 

• Bear Safety. Glacier National Park 

• Bear Safety In the North Cascades. North Cascades Mational Park 

• Safety in Bear Country. Grand Tetons National Park 

• Videos & Podcasts: Safety in Bear Country. Grand Tetons National Park 

The welJsftes Listed a!Jove are only a sampling of available information on the internet We urge you to 

furtt1er explore and educate yourself about grizzly bears and lJear encounters. 

CONTACT IGBC TESTING PROGRAM COPYRIGHT 

Farmers & Rancherc: 

/"' 



Non-Resident Bear Hunter... X l + 

___ __.:_ __________________ ltJ_e_.i IO. 5rnrch I '¢1 I IE! ~ .... il' $ ~ I ... '! ·, igbconline.org/ 11011-rec1cirnt-bear-humers-mistakenly-kill-griz::zly-bear/ 

Piioto ·.J.f inibnnationat postcar-o lJy V::.f!:.:QFiE.l..9.C..Y?f!..i{(:.lf.(i...fi...FitQ..iZii?!.lk~.:3 

ISU..ND PARJ< - On the eve1,1ng of Ma;; stl1 . ei father- ancJ sot, frc:1rn c::.o.Ufor11 iei V/ere hunting fo .- l:::ilac l-' becff 1n 

lcJar10 nea·· tr1e Continemal Oiv'iciic al.:iovs- Henrys Lal<:e. Tl1e n:=teen-yeCir-otd son m istakenly sl1ot anc! killed c:1 

n ir-,e -'y·ear-0 ld rnals grizzly l::iear 

Upon ~·etum r n~i to t1-1e;r fa ·111ly cat) ln . t1'1e hr_w ters r.::a ln:ec tf1at tl1ey l1a{j m1sta KenLy ...:.1 Lteo a ~fiLL l'y' Dear arr 

alled to ··epott tr-ie mcici0nt :o the ldaf10 Oepartrnerr:: of F i ~; r-1 8.. Ciarr,e ( I D FC~) tl1e fir ~;~ tn ing 111 tne rnorn ing. 

Uoon investiqation IDFG per::.on:-1el confirmed ::llat tl-1e IJear- \x;a·:: indeed a q rizzlv tiea1- Th2 juveni le \t.1.:is 

IGB C MEMBERS 

E-- oe::_1t1vc- C0tT11Ti1tt~e-

Biterr:: ot SulJ •:i:·· ·n. ~1 1 ctc-E-

Ni:dll '=-i:1:;cc;de:: Suo.::ornn":tr.:-c-

North Co,.,,tinental '.)1vide •; 1_, ;:comm1ttee 

SeU-:1rk/ Cab1riet- i'aa o<. Subco!'1r11 ~tee 

··/ .:- Li.c:"1/ jtor e S.Jbc::;mm1tteE-
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Bear spray is a 
non-lethal bear 
deterrent containing 
capsaicin and related 
capsaicinoids. It 
must be registered 
with the 
Environmental 

Protection Agency and with the 
Agricultural Department of each state. 
The Environmental Protection Agency 
and the Center for Wildlife Information 
have prepared this brochure to help 
guide you in becoming an informed 
consumer when purchasing bear 
spray. 

General H. Norman Schwarzko 
National Spokesman for the Be Bear 
Aware and Wildlife Stewardship 
Campaign. 

www.BeBearAware.org 



Bear spray is a chemical formula designed specifically to deter aggressive or 
attacking bears. It must be registered with the Environmental Protection Agency 
and individual states. Bear spray must contain between 1 % to 2% of the active 
ingredients capsaicin and related capsaicinoids. 

Capsaicin and related capsaicinoids are the active ingredients that cause rapid eye 
closure, heavy watering of the eyes, and severe irritation to the nose, mouth, throat and 
lungs. This results in difficulty breathing and a temporary loss of the sense of smell and 
sight causing a bear to be distracted from its charge. 

A spray duration of at least 6 seconds and a spray distance of at least 2 5 feet are 
recommended for maximum effectiveness in case you are charged by more than one 
bear, have more than one confrontation, or to compensate for wind. Consider carrying 
more than one can of bear spray if you are going to be out for an extended period of 
time or you are in an area with a high possibility of contact with bears. 

Registration Process 
Prior to sale to the public, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

and individual states must first register each bear spray product. 
EPA Federal registration requires each company to submit or 

reference extensive and acceptable chemistry, toxicity and 
effectiveness data. EPA also requires labels for canisters of 
bear spray to indicate the product's active ingredients, and 

how to store, use, and dispose of the product properly. 

The EPA does not register personal defense or law 
enforcement sprays.It is illegal to sell these types of 

sprays for use against bears. 

Enforcemem Monilorinu 
EPA and the states monitor the sale of bear spray 

products. Companies selling bear spray may have 
their products in retail outlets or manufacturing 
establishments sampled periodically to verify that 
the products meet the bear spray requirements. 

The manufacturers must maintain records verifying 
that the bear sprays actually contain the active 
ingredients capsaicin and related capsaicinoids. 
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To determine if you are purchasing or selling 
an actual bear spray, read the label carefully. 
The label provides information unique to and 
only allowed on bear spray deterrents. 

0 Bear spray will clearly dis.play on the label 
identifying terms such as bear deterrent or 
for use in deterring attacks by bears. 

@ The active ingredients of bear spray are 
capsaicin and related capsaicinoids and 
should be between 1 % and 2% of the net 
contents. These active ingredients cause 
reduced breathing and irritation to the eyes, 
nose, mouth, throat and lungs, disabling and 
distracting the bear from its charge. 

@ Confirms the active ingredients are derived 
from oleoresin of capsicum. 

0 The minimum net content for bear 
spray is 7.9 ounces or 225 grams. 

" The EPA Reg. No. is the number assigned 
by the EPA to the company that makes or 
distributes the product. A legitimate bear 
spray must have an EPA Reg. No. 

0 The EPA Est. No. is the number assisgned 
by the EPA to the place where the product is 
manufactured or packaged. 

@ Spray duration and spray distance 
performance are indicated on the back 
side of the label. 

What's not alowed on label 
Not allowed on the label because it may be 
misleading are claims such as "the hottesf' 
or "shotgun blast," listing of percentage of 
oleoresin of capsicum or oc, listing of SHU' s 
(Scoville Heat Units) 

0 Bear 
Spray 
To Deter Bears from 

Attacking Humans 
NOT FOR USE ON HUMANS 

DO NOT SEEK OUT ENCOUNTERS WITH BEARS. 
THIS PRODUCT IS A BEAR ATTACK DETERRENT 
WHICH MAY PROTECT USERS IN SOME UNEX
PECTED CONFRONTATIONS WITH BEARS BUT 
MAY NOT BE EFFECTNE IN ALL SITUATIONS 
OR PREVENT ALL INJURIES. 

Active Ingredient: 
Capsaicin and related 
capsaicinoids* 1 % to 2% 

Inert Ingredients 98% to 99% 

TOTAL 100% 
*Includes Capsaicin and other 
capsaicinoids. Derived from 
Oleoresin of Capsicum 

Net Contents: 7.9 Ounces 
or 225 grams 

EPA Reg. No. 00000-0 
or 

EPA Reg. No . 00000-0-00000 

EPA Est No: 00000-AA-OOO 

A generic label has been used for educational purposes. 
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Prior to entering bear country, 
make sure that everyone: 

• knows basic bear avoidance 
safety techniques, 

• has a can of bear spray, 

• reads and understands all bear 
spray instructions, reviews how 
and when to use bear spray 

• practices using the bear spray 
(removing the safety clip, 
holding, aiming) 

• keeps bear spray readily 
available (carry in a holster, 
keep within easy reach in tent 
at night) 

When to use bear sprav: 
• should only be used to deter 

charging or attacking bears. 

How to use bear sprav: 
• point container nozzle at the bear, aiming slightly 

downward, (you do not have to aim for the face) 

•spray a short blast when an approaching bear is 40 
to 50 feet away producing an expanding cloud of 
spray between you and the bear; 

• if the bear continues to charge, keep spraying 
until bear changes direction; 

• in sudden close encounters, spray immediately 
aiming towards the face. Continue spraying until 
the bear stops its charge, 

• leave area promptly, but do not run. 

How not to use bear spray: 

• do not apply bear spray to people, clothing, tents, 
packs, or to the ground. 

For Wifdlil Information 
www.BeBearAware.org 

P.O. Box 8289, Missoula, Montana 59807 

FOUNDJQl.ON 



Yellowstone National Park wa carry bear spray - IGBC Online 

May 25, 2016 

Yellowstone National Park wants to increase the number of people carrying bear spray through a new 

engaging, celebrity-filled campaign called "A Bear Doesn't Care." Whether you are a hiker, Backpacker, angler, 

photographer, wolf watcher or geyser gazer, the campaign encourages you to carry bear spray - no excuses! 

"A bear doesn't care how far you're hiking, if you're just fishing, or even if you work here," says Superintendent 

Dan Wenk. "No matter who you are or what you are doing, you should always carry bear spray and know how 

to use it." 

Recent data collected by park scientists revealed that only 28 percent of visitors who enter the park's 

backcountry carry bear spray. Studies show that bear spray is more than 90 percent effective in Slopping an 

aggressive bear, in fact, it is the most effective deterrent when used in combination with our regular safety 

recommendations-be alert, make noise, hike in groups of three or more, and do not run if you encounter a 

bear. 

"Yellowstone visitors care deeply about preserving bears and observing them in the wild, " says Kerry Gunther, 

the park's Bear Management Specialist. "Carrying bear spray is the best way for visitors to participate in bear 

conservation because reducing potential conflicts protects both people and bears. " 

Beginning this summer, look for posters in retail outlets, ads in magazines, and images on social media of 

visitors and local celebrities carrying bear spray while recreating in the park. 

http://igbconlinc.org/yellowstone-national-pnrk-wants-visitors-<:any-bcar-spray/[6/21/20 16 2:3 I : I I PM] 
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Yellowstone Nalional Park wru1ts you to carry bear spray - IGBC Online 

Local celebrities who appear in the campaign share the message that bear spray is essential for safety in bear 

country. Initial poster designs include alpinist Conrad Anker, artist Jennifer Lowe-Anker, and National 

Geographic photographer Ronan Donovan. Actor Jeff Bridges, writer Todd Wilkinson, fly fisherman Craig 

Mathews, and others will joinllie campaign in the coming months. 

Posters from the campaign are available for download at https://flic.kr/s/aHskx93BCw and 

go.nps.gov/abeardoesntcare. Visit go.nps.gov/bearspray for information about bear encounters and how to use 

bear spray. 

Bear spray demonstrations are conducted by park employees at Yellowstone visitor centers throughout the 

summer months. Park staff is available to speak with local groups upon request about the history of bear 

attacks in the park, contributing human behaviors, how to prevent/respond to bear attacks, and bear spray use. 

If you are interested in hosting an event, please contact us at the number listed above. 

See other webpages on this site to explore more information about bear spray and human-bear encounters. 
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"A Bear Doesn't Care" Campaign - Yellowstone National Park (U.S. National Park Service) 

NPS.gov I Park Home I Plan Your Visit I Safety I Bear Safety I A Bear Doesn't Care Campaign 

-'-Bear Doesn't Care" Campaign 

Four posters from the "A Bear Doesn't Care" campaign 

1 __ .1owstone National Park wants to increase the number of people carrying bear spray through a new 

engaging, celebrity-filled campaign called "A Bear Doesn't Care." Whether you are a hiker, backpacker, 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/abeardoesntcare.htm[6/14/2016 5 :27:57 PM] 



"A Bear Doesn't Care" Campaign - Yellowstone National Park (U.S. National Park Service) 

angler, photographer, wolf watcher or geyser gazer, the campaign encourages you to carry bear spray - no 

excuses! 

"A bear doesn't care how far you're hiking, if you're just fishing, or even if you work here," says 

Superintendent Dan Wenk. "No matter who you are or what you are doing, you should always carry bear 

spray and know how to use it." 

Recent data collected by park scientists revealed that only 28 percent of visitors who enter the park's 

backcountry carry bear spray. Studies show that bear spray is more than 90 percent effective in stopping 

an aggressive bear, in fact, it is the most effective deterrent when used in combination with our regular 

safety recommendations-be alert, make noise, hike in groups of three or more, and do not run if you 

encounter a bear. 

"Yellowstone visitors care deeply about preserving bears and observing them in the wild," says Kerry 

Gunther, the park's Bear Management Specialist. "Carrying bear spray is the best way for visitors to 

participate in bear conservation because reducing potential conflicts protects both people and bears." 

Beginning this summer, look for posters in retail outlets, ads in magazines, and images on social media of 

visitors and local celebrities carrying bear spray while recreating in the park. 

Local celebrities who appear in the campaign share the message that bear spray is essential for safety in 

bear country. Initial poster designs include alpinist Conrad Anker, artist Jennifer Lowe-Anker, and National 

Geographic photographer Ronan Donovan. Actor Jeff Bridges, writer Todd Wilkinson, fly fisherman Craig 

Mathews, and others will join the campaign in the coming months. 

Help us spread the word about the importance of carrying bear spray. Download posters using the links 

below or from our Flickr Site, and be sure to share your favorites. Check back regularly to see new ones! 

Downloads 

All posters are available as full-size JPEGs: 

• "A bear doesn't care if you climbed to the top of the world." 

Featuring alpinist Conrad Anker 

• "A bear doesn't care if you took its picture." 

Featuring National Geographic photographer Ronan Donovan 

• "A bear doesn't care how long you've worked here." 

Featuring Yellowstone winter keeper Steve Fuller 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/abeardoesntcare.htm[ 6/14/2016 5 :27: 57 PM] 



ConradAnker.jpg (JPEG Image, 3675 x 5625 pixels) - Scaled (16%) 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/upload/ConradAnker.jpg[6/14/2016 2:35:14 PM] 



Fishing.jpg (JPEG Image, 3675 x 5625 pixels) - Scaled (16%) 

~ Yellowstone National Park go.nps.gov/bearspray 
~ 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/upload/Fishing.jpg[6/14/2016 2:47:03 PM] 



Hiking.jpg (JPEG Image, 3675 x 5625 pixels) - Scaled (16%) 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/upload/Hiking.jpg[6/14/2016 2:46:51 PM] 



HowOld.jpg (JPEG Image, 3675 x 5625 pixels) - Scaled (16%) 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/upload/How01d.jpg[6/14/2016 2:45:30 PM] 



JeffBrown.jpg (JPEG Image, 3675 x 5625 pixels) - Scaled (16%) 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/upload/JeffBrown.jpg[6/14/20162:47:18 PM] 



JenniferLoweAnker.jpg (JPEG Image, 3675 x 5625 pixels) - Scaled (16%) 

tiJ Yellowstone National Park go.nps.gov/bearspray ... -

A bear doesn't care 
if you painted its picture. 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/upload/JenniferloweAnker.jpg[6/14/2016 2:45:59 PM] 
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Winterkeeper.jpg (JPEG Image, 3675 x 5625 pixels) - Scaled (16%) 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/upload/Winterkeeper.jpg[6/14/2016 2:37:08 PM] 
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